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Shaking hands
with Carrier
Gesture might be cut
from graduation format
By Tammy Scarton
news editor

Students might have to wave byebye to the tradition of shaking President Ronald Carrier's hand at
graduation.
The handshake might be
eliminated to shorten the ceremony.
An eight-member ad hoc committee, appointed by Carrier, met Tuesday to discuss the 1984 spring and
summer graduation formats. The
committee's recommendations must
be submitted to Carrier by Nov. 11.
The president has the final decision
concerning the format.
At the meeting, all members
agreed the format should be changed, but did not say how:
Dr. Al Menard, associate dean of
students, said, "We're here to find
the best alternative, not the ideal
alternative, which probably hasn't
been identified."
The Faculty Senate has requested
that alcohol be prohibited from
graduation, but has not supported a
particular format for the ceremony.

SGA President Isabel Cumming
said the Executive Council has
agreed that a format change is needed, but has not decided on specific
changes.
The five top SGA officers are the
Executive Council.
During the meeting, senior Bruce
MacCall, a committee member, said,
"Most of the students I've talked
with want to keep it on the quad.
That's tradition."
Most students did not like the
decorum at the spring ceremony and
do not want the behavior repeated,
"but we want to keep the tradition
going," he said.
Dr. William Nelson, acting vice
president of academic affairs,
responded, "It's tradition of party."
"You have 10,000 people doing
nothing while 2,000 names are called
and individuals walk across the
stage. . . . We've got to get rid of
that dead period," he said.
»» RELATED STORY, page 3
See GRADUATION, page 2 ►

AUtUITin ~— Leaves leaving the trees of the quad are
a familiar sight at JMU in the fall. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

JMU to build two-mile jogging trail
By Hala Irabl
staff writer

A $10,000 two-mile jogging trail will be built
across Interstate 81 behind the Convocation
Center this semester.
The proposal to build the trail originated in the
SGA last spring, and President Ronald Carrier approved the project in June.
"The trail is meant to encourage students to use
an alternative to the roads," said Dr. Robert Scott,
vice president for student affairs. "It's something
different. It provides for individuals who run a
trail through the woods."
The university and the SGA each are paying half
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the cost of the trail's construction, Scott said. The
SGA last spring agreed to match the university's
$5,000 contribution.
The construction of the trail, which will include
plowing through woods, will cost an estimated
$10,000.
"We felt it would be a nice joint effort on behalf
of the student government and the university to
provide this service to the students," Scott said.
The trail will run through several man-made
paths that have been used by joggers and walkers.
The circle will begin on the Convocation Center
side of the underpass, wind around the center and
through the woods, then circle back to its beginning. All the property is owned by the university.

The SGA would like to have
input
year's gradua'nput on this
tnia yaara
tlon ceremony.
Page

3

Aiming
higher

"The trail is not easy," Scott said. "There are
lots of hills, yet it's very pretty."
Scott said many faculty members, students and
physical education teachers had expressed an interest in a jogging trail through the woods.
"There's been an interest in it for a number of
years," he said. "The idea had been on people's
minds for some time."
Isabel Cumming, SGA president, said, "I think
it's a real service to students. I think they'll appreciate it."
Since the jogging trail is not a facility, it did not
need to be approved by JMU's Commission on
See JOGGING, page 2 ►

Local musician Jim Scarborough Is looking for national
fame.
Inside, page
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Graduation
► (Continued from page 1)

"I'm reluctant to break with tradition. What can we do to restore the
importance of the ceremony?" he
asked the committee members.
MacCall said it is important to
students to shake Carrier's hand as
they receive their fake diplomas.
dimming said the SGA is studying the possibility of a senior party
Friday night in the Convocation
Center before graduation Saturday.
Carrier would available to shake
hands, talk to students and have his
picture taken at the party, instead of
at graduation, she said.
Committee member Tom Watkins
said, "You could talk to him and
thank him for a few minutes. When
you walk across the stage, you don't
have time, it's so quick." Watkins is
director of alumni programs.
The committee could recommend
several changes. Chairwoman Fay
Reubush said. The members will
meet with the people in the areas
they represent before submitting the
recommendations.
Reubush, dean of admissions and
records, mentioned some of the
possibilities:
•*• The ceremony could remain on

Jogging
»> (Continued from page 1)

Planning and Development. President Ronald Carrier approved the
construction of the trail and agreed
to release the funds, Scott said.
Exercise stations and lighting are
not included in the project, but if
enough interest is shown, they might
be added, Scott said.
George Marcum, physical plant
director, said about two weeks are
needed to build the trail.

Breaking through

the quad. The individual presentation of diplomas would be
eliminated to shorten the ceremony.
► The ceremony could be moved.
Nelson said, "People have complained they cannot see and cannot
hear. We could have it in the
stadium. There would be seating, a
good sound system and parking
facilities would be closer."
A satellite format could be implemented, in which students, faculty, administrators and parents would
meet on the quad for a speech, either
by Carrier or a guest speaker. The
diplomas then would be distributed
by school deans in separate locations.
Reubush said students might not
move from the quad to the satellite
locations since they receive fake
diplomas. Students later are sent the
actual diplomas. Being presented an
actual diploma would be incentive
for students to assemble at the locations, she said.
MacCall said, "It would be mass
chaos to ask 10,000 people to please
get up and move. It may work, but I
have my doubts."
In other action, it was announced
that the committee will study the
possibility of eliminating the August
graduation ceremony and replacing
it with a reception.

JMU picks new slogan
By Bill Qoodykoontz
staff wrltar

^__^__

"JMYou — Breaking Through"
This slogan, which replaces "JMU
— Go for the Gold," is appearing on
posters and bumper stickers
throughout the university.
The slogan was created and
designed by university relations
publications. "We work as a team in
the publications office," said
Douglas Hutton, publications editor
for university relations. "We came
up with dozens of ideas," he said.
Another slogan was used for a
brief period, he said. "JMU - The
Magnificent One" appeared in an
advertisement in the Daily NewsRecord, but, "When Dean Ehlers
(athletic director) saw it, he thought
something else might be more appropriate," Hutton said.
Hutton said the word "You" appears in the slogan because, "In-

dividuals are what made up the
university — it's not a monolithic
box that sits here."
The "Breaking Through"
represents the idea that, "JMU is
still breaking through," and improving in athletics and academics, he
said.
"It's (the slogan) created for
athletics, but athletics and academics
work hand in hand," Hutton said.
"People look at you when you get
national media attention," such as
the basketball team's NCAA appearance, he said.
The slogan will be used for advertising in newspapers, on visors,
T-shirts, press guides, programs and
other university items, Hutton said.
Hutton said it might be "pretty
early in the campaign" to gauge the
slogan's success, but, "Merchants
seem to be slapping them up all over
town," Hutton said.
"I hope it will stick."

But he said he does not know
when construction will begin,
because the university is waiting to
receive gravel needed to build to
trail.
Construction of the trail will begin
about one week after the gravel is
received, and "in another two weeks
it should be complete," Marcum
said.
The SGA also proposed last spring
to build a recreational pavilion next
to the Convocation Center, but it
has not been approved. A subcommittee of Planning and Development
is studying the proposal, Scott said.
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Carrier to receive recommendations

SGA wants ceremony input
By David Olds
SGA reporter

Student input is needed before a decision is
made on graduation format.
SGA President Isabel Cumming said senators
should consult students about their views on the
ceremony.
Cumming was appointed by President
Ronald Carrier to an ad hoc committee formed
to study the format. The eight-member committee's recommendations must be submitted
to Carrier by Nov. 11.
The committee is considering several options
concerning graduation.
One suggestion is limiting the ceremony to
one hour and eliminating the individual presentation of diplomas. Another suggestion is
satellite graduation in which students, faculty,
administrators and parents would meet on the
quad for a speech, either by Carrier or a guest
speaker. Then the diplomas would be
distributed by school deans in separate locations.
Cumming said, "It (graduation) has not been
as honorable as it should be."
Other action at the meeting:
>■ The senate unnanimously passed a resolution increasing the number of commuter
senators to 16 from 13.
s* Commuter Senator Mark Barbee proposed commuters students have limited access to
Parking Lot H. The lot is located behind Converse Hall. The SGA Buildings and Grounds
Committee will study the proposal.
+■ Commuter Senator Tim Craighead raised
a proposal to have Parking Lot Y paved

because of the potholes. The lot is located on
Grace Street near Anthony-Seeger Hall. The
proposal will be studied by the BAG Committee.
•»• Hoffman Senator Dan Caprio proposed
that the SGA to allocate $890 to the women's
soccer team. The team has been in the state
tournament the past three years. The proposal
was sent to the Finance Committee.
•*• Frederikson Senator Beth Kesler proposed
that the SGA allocate $750 to the JMU Market
Association to finance a business symposium
here. The proposal was sent to the Finance
Committee.
■► Huffman Senator Denise Mumley proposed that Gibbons Dining Hall serve a Saturday
brunch in addition to the one on Sunday. The
proposal was sent to the Food Services Committee.
► The proposal by Bell Senator Greg Perry
requesting lights be placed along the sidewalk
between Bell Hall and Warren Campus Center
will be solved when the addition to the campus
center is completed.
► The proposal by Weaver Senator Dan
Harvey for better lighting in front of Weaver
Hall was passed by the B & G Committee.
The committee approved Shorts Senator Sandy Sneen's proposal to install a telephone in the
dorm's lobby.
Huffman Senator Beth Kesler's proposal to
replaced the light in front of the dorm was approved by the committee. The light has been
fixed.
Lights will be installed along the sidewalk
between Bell Hall and the Warren Campus
Center when the center's addition is completed.
Bell Senator Greg Perry raised the proposal.

It (graduation) has not
been as honorable as
it should be.'
Isabel Cumming
SGA president

JMU loan default rate is
lower than national average
By Bill Qoodykoontz and Qwen Farlaa
staff writers

The National Direct Student Loan default rate
for JMU students is 8.47 percent lower than the
average for Virginia college students.
Only 5.9 percent of the JMU students receiving
the loans for the 1981 school year did not repay the
funds, compared to 14.37 percent of Virginia
students and 10.49 percent of students nationwide,
said John Sellers, JMU financial aid director.
At JMU, 323 students received the loans in 1981
and 438 students received them in 1982, Sellers
said.
In 1982,, 3.8 percent of the students did not
repay the loans, he said.
Students applying for a NDSL loan must sign a
"rights and responsibility" agreement stating they
will repay the funds.
John Sellers, JMU financial aid director "Ifa a revolving type of thing. We
go Irfa circle with the money we have
In the pod right now."

JMU requires a monthly payment of at least S30
and 5 percent yearly interest if the loan was made
after Oct. 1, 1981.
The interest rate before that date was 3 percent.

The loans are federally funded. When repaid,
the money is returned to the pool and
redistributed.
"It's a revolving type of thing. We go in a circle
with the money we have in the pool right now,"
Sellers said.
Many JMU graduates become professional people and are able to repay the loans, he said.
The university's switch to computerized billing
has helped lower the default rate here, Sellers said.
Lyman Seese, supervisor of Grants, Contracts
and NDSL Accounting, said Educational Computer Systems, Inc. of Pittsburgh sends the financial aid office a monthly list of students failing to
pay.
"As fast as we can, we start trying to get them to
repay," he said.
The NDSL repayment period "does not begin
until six months after the student ends his or her
studies, ceases making satisfactory academic progress, leaves the University or drops below a halftime status," according to the Financial Aid
Bulletin published by the financial aid office.

When your folks forgot they already
sent you spending money,
"Looks like a Stroh Light night"

V

SH£
HAIRSTYLING
54 S. Main St., Htrrisonburg
(Downtown near theatre)

Coloring • Frosting • Manicuring
Waxing & Facials
Tuesday & Wednesday
Wednesday 'Wet Day*

Parma (Reg f rom $35) $30
Haircuts (Rag. $8) $7

Cheryl Senger, Shelley Mullen,
Mertle Grldley, and Elaine Shenk

Call 433-8600
Products sold exclusively in professions!
beauty salons. The way to achieve
beautiful, more healthy looking hair.

The truth rs, whether you've
gotten surprise money or not. for
great times. Stroh Light is arways
a good investment

O that rare occasion, wtien you
find yourself with extra money Heal
yourself and your fnends to a night
you'll remember A Stroh Light night
Stroh Light rs the great tasting beer
that doesn't M you up

"Looks like a

Stroh Light night."

can give you your moneys
NOW THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN INVESTORS AND
OTHER SAVINGS AND LOANS IS
LIKE NIGHT AND DAY.
Investors is the only savings and loan
with an all-hours financial machine that can
handle your transactions 24 hours a day.
It's called Transact. So, unlike other savings
and loans. Investors is now on duty off hours.
TRANSACT BUSINESS
24 HOURS A DAY.
With a Transact Card, you can withdraw or deposit (jn Investors Free Interest
Checking Accounts. Statement Savings
Accounts. Or even add to an Investors 18
month variable IRA Account. Anytime you
wantr And this is just the beginning. Be

cause we're adding other an >und the-click
services st«m.
THE ADVANTAGE OF
ALL TIME.

(3b

Now you can Transact your financial
business at your convenience with the push
of a button. So ^there's no need to rush
during regular hit HITS or to a intend with
lunch time or payday teller lines. You can
Transact your business at a time that suits
your schedule. And that's the financial advantage of all time.
Member FSLIC. Transact is now kxated
at (Kir Valley Mall office on Route 33.
YOUR NEXT BANK COULD BE
^^A SAVINGS AND LOAN.

Hfavestors

VS. 33 EM at ihr Valley Mall. *M 447<>AJmer <i Masm and (lay Streets. 434-5306.
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newsfile
Counselor
Hypnosis
is natural
There is nothing magical about
hypnosis, said the associate director
of JMU's counseling and student
development center.
Dr. David Emmerling said hypnosis is a natural state people find
themselves in often.

"Hypnosis is a very normal and
natural type of thing, but something
that needs to be used appropriately
and responsibly," he said in a speech
Thursday.
Hypnosis has a mystique about it
— people doing things they wouldn't
normally do — which is erroneous,
Emmerling said.
Subjects under hypnosis will not
do anything they don't want to or
don't have the physical capabilties to
do.
However, a person's suggestibility
can be taken advantage of in some

forms of hypnosis, he said.
The subliminal messages in television commercials are examples of
hypnotic suggestion, he said.
The advertisers try to convince the
viewer, "If you use our product, you
can do wild and crazy things."
He said he has "serious objections" to the use of hypnosis for
entertainment.
Emmerling's lecture was sponsored by Psi Chi, a fraternity for
psychology majors.
— Tara Riley

Social work rally
begins today
A statewide National Association
of Social Workers student rally will
be held here today and Friday.
Robert Stewart, president of the
92,000-member NASW, will speak
on "The Dynamic Future of Social
Work" today at 7 p.m. in the South
Ballroom of the Warren Campus
Center.
The speech is free and open to the
public.
The rally also includes workshops,
a dance, two meals and Human Services Career Day.
Registration for the conference is
required. The cost is $6 for two days.
The career day, which will run 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the South Ballroom
of the Warren Campus Center, is
open to the public at no charge.
Areas represented include child
welfare, school social work, mental
retardation and aging and nursing
home care.
— Linda Wankow

Two debaters
place second
A JMU debate team finished second at the Marshall-Wythe Debates
held last weekend.
The team of Beth Butswinkas and
Thomas Gibbs won second place at
the junior varsity competition held
at the College of William and Mary
in Williamsburg.
They defeated a team from
George Mason University in the final
round.
Twenty-eight teams competed in
the tournament.

Two receive I ABC awards
Two communication arts students
were honored at a recent the International Association of Business Communicators meeting.
Dr. Mae Frantz, program coordinator of the speech communication area, said Ann Richardson and
Kelle Straw were named Outstanding
Speech Communication Senior and
Junior of the Year. Students were
nominated by the speech communication faculty.

CSC extends blood drive
The blood drive sponsored by the
Commuter Student Committee will
be held through Oct. 28.
People wanting to donate blood
can sign up at Gibbons Dining Hall
in front of Entrances four and five
weekdays between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.
The drive will benefit Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.
— Donna Sawyers

MIDWAY • * • •
• • • DOWNTOWN

Ijair mates
SE^MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
No appointment neccessary
2 Locations

JMU CHECKS
WELCOMED

433-6978

TUES. - Girley Night
WED. - M & M Night
THURS. - Ladies Night With

381 N. Mason St.

434-1507

Rolling Hills
433-8458
Shopping Center

OPUS

OTHER LOCATIONS
THROUGHOUT VIRGINIA

Special Ladies Happy Hoar 7-9 p.m.
Reduced Cover For Ladies

FRI. & SAT. - New Wave With

Do You Enjoy Reading?

THE

Get paid to help someone else
to enjoy the same opportunity

NERVE
FROM VA. BEACH

Readers are needed to assist visually
impaired college students.

Friday Happy Hour 2-7 p.m.

SPECIAI
Come down before 9:30 on Thursday, Friday, or Saturday and
recieve a coupon good for $2 off any pruchase of $3 or more
before 9:30.

Interested parties should contact
The Counseling and Student Development Center
at 6552

SUPPORT
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£

WAY!!!

J. M.'S PUB
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{CD I in .cash
wU 1 prizes
Is $25!
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r PIACE...
WINNERS WILL QUALIFY TO COMPETE
FOR AN EXPENSE PAID WEEKEND AT
WINTERGREEN IN DECEMBER!!!

{all proceeds donated to United Way)

A

policefile

By Sandy Stone
police reporter

Student
charged
in hit-run

A JMU student was arrested and
charged by Harrisonburg police with
hit and run and drunken driving Oct.

6,
Phyllis Byrnes, 19, of Annandale,
Va., was arrested about 3 a.m. on
South High Street after her car
allegedly hit a car parked on Pleasant Hill Road.
A police spokesman alleged that

Byrnes' car struck the right rear corner and bumper of the unoccupied
car, and Byrnes then left the scene.
Hit and run is considered a misdemeanor if no one is injured in the incident. A violator can face up to 12
months in jail and $1,000 fine.

Public drunkenness charged
Two students were arrested and charged with public drunkenness.
► Laurie Sanderson, 21, of
Cartersville, Va., was arrested about 2:10
a.m. Oct. 13 on Bruce Street.
*• Robert Yocum, 19, of Arlington was
arrested about 1:30 a.m. Friday on South
Main Street.

But if $50 or less damage is done
to the victim's car, the violator can
be fined no more than $50.

Drinking In public and littering
*• A student was arrested and charged
with drinking In public and littering.
Jeffrey Bllyeu, 23, of Wllllamsburg was
arrested about 2 a.m. Friday at South
Main Street and Newman Avenue.

Harrisonburg police made the
following arrests last week:

Campus police made the following
arrests last week:

Welcomes All JMU
Parents, __ _
Students And Faculty
We have a
large selection
of JMU
-Socks
-Football Jerseys
-Long Sleeve T's
-Short Sleeve T's
-Athletic Shirts
-Hooded Sweatshirts
-Caps
-Baseball Shirts

Check our sale prices on
Levi Chic Calvin Klein
Nike Zena Adidas New Balance
Plus our Large Selection of
Fall and Winter Wear
150 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
434-2375

Drunken driving charged
One student and one non-student were
arrested and charged with drunken driving, campus police reported.
►•Student Roderick Rohrer, 22, of
Falls Church was arrested about 2:15
a.m. Oct. 13 on Madison Drive near Glfford Hall, police said.
► Non-student Edwin Goodloe, 33, of
Afton, Va., was arrested about 7:55 p.m.
Friday on South High Street, police said.
Public drunkenneea charged
► A non-student was arrested and
charged with public drunkenness, police
said.
Daniel Hales, 19, of Harrisonburg was
arrested about 9:30 p.m. Oct. 13 at the
Godwin Hall parking lot, police said.
Trespassing charged
Two non-students were charged with
trespassing, police said.
► Cecil Mongold, 21, of New Market,
Va., was arrested about 12:20 a.m. Saturday in Dingledlne Hall, police said.
Mongold reportedly was seen naked in
Dingledlne, police said.
► Van Shlfflett, 21, of Harrisonburg
was arrested about 4 a.m. Saturday In
Gifford Hall, police said.
Thefts
► A $327 class ring and cassette
tapes worth $30 were stolen from a room
In the Kappa Sigma fraternity house between 5 p.m. Oct. 5 and 11 a.m. Oct. 6,
police said.
The Incident was reported to police
Monday.
A Kappa Sigma member said he locked
the door to his room when he left about 5
p.m. He returned about midnight, but did
not discover the ring and tapes missing
until that morning, police said.
The ring is gold with a black onyx
stone and '84 Is engraved on the side.
*■ A $259 portable tape player was
stolen from a car parked behind GraftonStovall Theater between 10 p.m. Friday
and 12:05 a.m. Saturday, police said.
A window was smashed to get into the
car, police said.
*» A wallet containing $35 was stolen
from Madison Memorial Library between
11 p.m. and midnight Oct. 12, police said.
A student left her purse on a table
while she went to a reference area. When
she returned, the wallet from her purse
was missing, police said.
Judicial charge
► A student was charged Judicially
with chaining a pet outside an academic
building, police said.
A judicial charge is made when university policy Is broken. It Is reviewed by
university Judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of those charged
Judicially.
The atudent allegedly tied her dog to a
tree behind Jackson Hall about 3:15 p.m.
Oct. 12, police said.
Police alleged the dog was acting
"viciously," when people walked by.
University policy prohibits the chaining of a pet "outside any academic
building where It may disrupt classroom
activities through barking or other
noise."
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1984 WINNER TO GET CAR: COMPETE ON CBS-TV
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1984 MISS VIRGINIA-USA PAGEANT
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*
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»
+ SEND NAME ADDRETS AGE AND TELEPHONE TO MISS VIRGINIA* USA 1220 EAsKwEST HWY. SUITE 101. SILVER SPRING. MD *
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*
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S150.000 IN PRIZES TO NATIONAL WINNER
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Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Location: 20 E. Gay St.
(4 blocks north of Court Square

Busch or
Natural Light

Coors

$1.99
6 pak
12 oz. cans

JIFFY 66 AND MARKET

Holly Farms

The Phillip's 66 Across from Ho-Jo's

Whole Fryers

Welcome Parents!

59C

r
Busch 6 pak cans and bottles
Bu$chl2pak
Bud 6 pak cans and bottles
Bud A Light 12pak
Coors reg. & Light 6 pak cans
Molsen / Moosehead 6 pak
Weidetnann 6 pak cans
Miller ponies 8 pak reg
Michetob Light cans (only)

$2.09
$4.19
$2-49
$4.99
$2.59
$2.99
$1-69
$1.85
$2.49

Bounty
Towels

onRt. 11)

Reg. or Light
6 pak
12 oz. cans

$2.29
Chuck Roast
Beef blade or
T-Bone

lb.

77 ft. roll

$1.29 lb.
Any size pkg.

Kegs
Busch (W)
Bud A Light (W)
Coors(W)
Miller (W)
BlueRibbon(K)
Old Mill (Ki)

$28.99
$36.50 (M) $23.99
$35.99<Vi)$23.99
$31.9S(V4)20.95
$27.99(V4) 15.99
$2».99(V4)SI7.99

740
Dozen

Long Necks
Coon

S9.5S
SS.79
$7.99 -Dep

■Ml

Large Eggs

99C
Dr. Pepper
Mt. Dew, Sunkist

SUM-Dep

OtdMW
Nitto«.l

$7.99
$5.99

MUklgal
Cigarettes
Met Coke, Sprite 2 Bier
Dr. Pepper * Ml. Dew 6 pak cam

$1.99
RegM.351WtM.Sd
$1.29
$1.59

433-8559

$1.19 Plus Deposit
16 oz. Ret. BUs.
Prices Effective
sonal chucks welcome
10-19*3 thru 10-25-83 proper Identification.
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By Tina Beaumont

staff writer

A local missions volunteer Monday discussed his
one-year stay in a refugee camp.
Luke Hurst, 23, said he chose to go to an El
Salvadoran camp in Honduras "to learn Spanish,
and also to gain first-hand experience on what is
going on in Latin America."
Hurst, an Eastern Mennonite College graduate,
volunteered with the Mennonite Central Committee. His stay began last August.
He worked seven months at a border reception
center where refugees are transported to the Mesa
Grande refugee camp. His remaining five months
were spent at the camp.

Volunteer helps
war camp refugees
Hurst said women and children seek refuge in
the camp. They fear U.S. bombs and El
Salvadoran troops carrying U.S. weapons. Most
have had family members "simply disappear" in
El Salvador.
"They (refugees) have experienced brutality
supplied by the U.S., but they separate workers
from the government."
Mesa Grande is divided into eight smaller
camps, each housing about 1,000 refugees.
The refugees live in tents holding up to 20 occupants, or other semi-permanent or permanent

structures. There is no privacy.
Most families prefer the tents to roofed structures, he said.
"Living in a permanent structure signifies that
the war may last a while - that they may be there a
while.
"They want to go back and live under a system
more just than they have been under in this century."
_ The refugees are better off at the camp than in
El Salvador, Hurst said. Many have sufficient
food, clothing and shelter for the first time. They
have better health care and education than was
possible in El Salvador.
The speech was sponsored by the LatinAmerican Studies program.

Parent's Weekend Specials
Striped Jeans
For Women
Famous
lOL Name's" In Baggies
r_j o*—*-... Legs
T „6s

%3$*

Levrs

UJ
-—-

Entire Stock of
Men s
' Corduroys
L^
wrangler
Lee>
$MW

Sfc«t*

TW fmpt ■■»«m On Urn Xt i
t Nat* Mate St. Hiiilnrtiii
Op— nnniti ■n<Mfa|l»-|Mi1»«».in.
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Mull Caaraaaaa'Vaja

The Breeze is looking
for:
Students interested in writing and reporting.
If you think you have the talent and initiative to
write news articles, features, editorial columns,
sports stories or drama or record reviews, contact one or more of the following people:
Danny Finnegan, managing editor
Tammy Scarton, news editor
Charles Taylor, features editor
Steve Lockard, sports editor
Ross Richardson, editorial editor
They can be reached by calling 6127 or writing to The Breeze, campus mail,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Jim Scarborough
Musician wants more than local fame
By Charles Taylor
features editor

The fact that Jim Scarborough is a 1983
JMU graduate with a degree to teach
social science is beside the point now.
What matters — solely — is music.
In the past few years, the 24-year-old Scarborough has brought folk and rock music to the
stages of most Harrrisonburg bars, and recently as
far as Nags Head, N.C., and Ocean City, Md.
He's well known in area musical circles, but now,
he says, that's not enough.
Inside his small garage apartment, tucked neatly
behind a South Main Street home, Scarborough
discusses his music, his goals and what brought
them both about. Picasso prints and drawings line
the apartment walls along with postcard photos of
Woody Allen, Marilyn Monroe and John Lennon.
He offers wine, then sits on a stool beside a window. Approaching dusk casts shadows on his face,
making it difficult to pick up emotion from his expressions and gestures.
His voice tells enough though. It's soft, his manner gentle. Perhaps he saves his power for behind
the microphone.
"In a lot of ways, I am shy," he says. "I live by
myself. I think of myself as a shy person full of
false bravado."
Don't confuse shy with timid, however.
After spending years working with acoustic and
electric guitars, harmonica and vocals, "I've sent
letters to all major labels and independent producers on the east coast. I'm looking to acquire a
contract at a major label."
He realizes chances of bigtime success are "slim,
but I would say that of anybody. The chances of
any one person making it in the music business are
slim to none."
Not that this will slow him down. "I just have a
strong gut feeling that I can fight the odds here.
And even if I don't get a record contract right now,
I feel eventually one of the major labels will pick
me up."
To help convince the record companies, he is
sending within his demo tape a self-penned song
. titled "Vera," recorded with local band,
Moment's Notice in Harrisonburg's Alive Studios.
The tune is produced fully, blending 1980's
synthesizer-filled rhythms with a strong flute solo
and traditional acoustic guitar backups.
He admits its sound is mainstream rock'n'roll,
but shows no shame. "Even though I'm not selling
records now, I'd like to be. 'Vera' is a very commercial song, and it was meant to be."
With that commercial sound, "Vera" is finding
success locally. Harrisonburg radio station WJSY
has the tune on its playlist.
And according to John Sebastian, the station's
program and music director, that's not because
Scarborough is a local musician.
Scarborough, a 1982 JMU graduate, has lived longer In Harriaonburg — four years — than he
has lived In any other city. (Photo by Ming Leong)

"Whether (an artist) is local, national or international has nothing to do with it," Sebastion
says. "We look at: is it a good song, does it fit the
sound we want to play? In Jim's case, man did it
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Zlrkle House galleries

Students display light-hearted art
By Sarah Motet
staff writer

The typical JMU student is
probably unaware of what goes
on inside Zirkle House's Artworks and Other galleries. And
if the fine offerings featured in
Zirkle until Oct. 22 are
representative, that typical student is missing out.
The exhibit, composed of
works by four JMU students,
is called "Mixed Media," and
mixed it is — a delightful collection of works created and
displayed with taste and
humor.
In Zirklejs Artworks
Gallery, at 983 S. Main St., are
the works of Kim Cox and
Emily Clark, both seniors.
Cox's exhibit of jewelry includes brass, silvekand ceramic
pins are titled witlrthe whimsical attitude that typifies the
exhibition.
In
her
photography, however, Cox is

more serious, making effective
use of the silver print technique's stark metallic tones.
Clark's work turns to the
bizarre and futuristic, featuring brightly colored, plastic
"garments." Some are just for
fun, such as the "Domestic
Garment for Jane Jetson," but
the message of "Hunting Hat
for the Human Chameleon"
requires more thoughtful interpretation.
Down the hall from the Artworks Gallery is the Other
Gallery, where the works of
juniors Pat Van Horn and
Robert Yoder are displayed.
Their exhibit, subtitled
"Lots'O'Media" is, as they
promise, "tons'o'fun."
Yoder's
works
are
fascinating in their intricacy,
and include jewelry and collages of paper, photographs
and the media. His jewelry is
amazingly complex, composed

ever fit. The feeling at the radio station is
unanimous that it's an extremely fine piece all
the way around."
Other songs Scarborough writes, however,
aren't as commercial. "A lot of times, the lyrics
determine how commercial they'll be," he says.
"There are some things you can't say in a commercial song, . . . especially in political songs."
Most of his compositions deal with love,
alienation and politics, he says. "I write about
things everybody feels at one time or another."
When performing, he plays his original compositions as companions to those by such artists

of an impressive range of
materials — metals, wood, turquoise, fabric, rabbit fur,
plastics and paper.
In Van Horn's exhibit, paintings begin in bright reds and
oranges, followed with red,
black and white weaving, then
a wonderful assortment of
carefully thought out paper ties
that continually stretch the imagination. Her display ends
with blues, comprising the
most impressive works — silk
dyed in argyle patterns, and a
blue-gray woven "cocoon."
The exhibit as a whole takes
an unaffected, moderately insane approach to art that is
refreshing and quite fun. These
artists have gone a long way to
show art can be fun without
losing its impact.
Gallery hours are 12 to 5
p.m. Monday-Thursday, 12 to
4 p.m. Friday and 2 to 4 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

as Neil Young and Dan Fogelberg. But he
declines to compare his own style of writing with
anyone.
"If I did, I'd just be flattering myself. But I
admire immensely Peter Townsend of The Who,
Sting from The Police and a French-Canadian,
Bruce Cockburn. They write the kind of songs I
admire."
Despite the rock'n'roll influences, tendencies
toward folk are also obvious. "I try to be an
upbeat performer, not some guy playing who
feels sorry for himself," he says. "When people
say folk performer, they think of a haggard,

«n the 1982 JMU Homecoming Revue, Scarborough won a top award. His talents have now
led him to search for a major label record contract.

-~f

Big Curled Fun by Kim Cox is Just one of
the student exhibits now on display in
Zirkle House. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

old guy playing harmonica in a cotton shirt."
Not so with Scarborough — in one recent performance, leather pants, an open-necked, shortsleeve shirt and boots were the dress for the evening. His hair, short on the top and sides, and
longer in the back, wouldn't exactly be classified as
haggard.
"People expect for you to put on a little bit of a
show. I like to wear jeans — leather pants aren't
really me."
Despite this showmanship, Scarborough stresses
that a musician shouldn't become immersed in the
profession for self-glorification. The heart comes
first. Fame is a bonus.
"If you're in the business to be a rock star,
you're in for the wrong reasons. You're sure to
have a lot of broken dreams. I'm in it because I
love music and seem to have a talent for putting
melody and lyric together."
That talent — a combination of musical ability
and a skill in poetry he's been developing since age
16 — didn't begin to reach its potential until Scarborough came to JMU.
"When I came to Madison, I was on a tennis
scholarship," he says. "It didn't work out, and I
was suddenly left with time on my hands. I had my
guitar and picked it up more and more until I
became better at it."
Scarborough started performing at JMU's Maxim's, an informal coffeehouse showcasing student
talent. And ambitions began stirring.
"I had the idea that I wanted to make it a career,
but it wasn't realistic. I thought I'd graduate and
get a teaching job. I was really scared to take the
music seriously and afraid of Ifying to do it for a
living because it's such an unreliable way to make a
living."
Circumstances, however, didn't allow the luxury
of taking time with a decision. College days were
ending.
"The day I graduated — that's when I realized
what I was going to do. I was confronted with,
'Where am I going, what am I going to do?' "
Now, with college days behind him, Scarborough has had a lot of time to think about his
decision.
A glance at his eyes while on stage — often closed and always complacent — shows that he made
the right choice.
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'Look 3Back in
Anger opens
in Wampler
By Alison Colby
staff writer

"Look Back in Anger," a political play written
by British playwright John Osborne, will open
tonight in Wampler's Experimental Theatre.
JMU student Mary Parker will direct the production. She is a junior majoring in communica'" tion arts.
Written in the 1950s, the play is, according to
Parker, "a powerful drama with lots of internal
conflict."
The production also has a lot to offer the college
community, she said. Its theme deals with young
peoples' criticism of the world they think their
parents' generation created. These young people,
however, are unwilling to go out and change it
themselves.
The action throughout the production takes
place in an English town within a family's oneroom flat.
Featured in the play are JMU graduate Bob
White as Jimmy Porter, and student Becky Bailey
as Alison Porter, Jimmy's wife.
Also featured are Kiki Huygelen as Helena
Charles, Doug Stiles as Cliff Lewis and Mark
Wierbic as Colonel Redfern.
The play opens tonight at 8 p.m., and will be run
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights at 8 also. The
admission charge will be $2.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

after hours
e»T>» rmf|-' (KB — Virginia Tn*M*r, 4:30 p.m. anow 12. 7 and 9:10 p.m.
•how* $375.

Thursday
I Night (dj.|— JM'a, 1.78 COW.
► Bon tmtn (rock) — Jo'a, 11 oovaf.
► Force of Habit (popular rock) — Tha Other Plaoa. covar charga not
available.
*-Opua (lop roily) — Midway Downtown, covar charga not available,
►rig. — Baiia Maada, $2 covar.
► •om Yeeksrdey - Qrafton-Stovall Thaatra, 8 cm.. $1.50 with ID. S2
without ID.
► Never Say Navar Again (PO) - Both Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. show $2. 7 and
9:20 p.m. ahows $3 75.
► Revenge or tha Nlnje (H) - Roth Thaatraa. 4:30 p.m. ihow $2,7 and 9 p.m.
shows $3.75.
► Risky Bualnaaa <K) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. show $2, 7 and B p.m.
shows $3.75
__.
►THa Prodigal (PO) — Virginia Thaatar, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7 and 9:10 p.m.
snows $3.75

And Beyond

►Oktobartaat Party - Scruplaa, admlaalon charga nol available.

Saturday
Mutlc

a-DJ. - JM's, Danca Contaat. 10:30 p.m., lunda donatad lo tha United Way.
$.50 covar.
► ".yells (mallow rock) - Joe, $1 cover.
► Smokehouse (country rock) —" Qandy Dancer, $3 covar.
••The Narva (new wave) - Midway Downtown, cover charga not availabla.
► Dixie Raacela (eouthem rock) - Tha Othar Placa, S3 covar.
►dj. - Belle Maada, $2 cover
► Night Welch — Scruplaa, $2 covar.
►Hammer. - Scotland Yard, cover charge not available.
►Three Dog Might — Wlleon Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. ehowa, $7 admlaalon
charge.
MAWUIS

►Gandhi (PO) — Qrafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2
without ID.
^^
►Never Say Never Again (PO) - Roth Theatrea, 4:30,7 and 9-.20 p.m. ahows
$3.75.
► Risky Business (R) — Roth Theetrea. 4:30 p.m., 7 end 9 p.m. shows $3.75.
►The Dead Zone (R) — Roth Theatrea, 4:30 p.m., 7 and 9 p.m. showa $3.75.
►The Prodigal (PQ) — Virginia Theater, 2:30, 430. 7 and 910 p.m. Ihows
$3.75.

Friday
Music

►DJ. — JM'a, $.75 covar.
►Tha Depol Street Band (new rock) - Tha Other Placa, $3 covar.
►Batfo (light rock) — Jo'a, $1 covar.
«s
►The Coachman — Qandy Dancer, $4 cover.
►The Narva (new wave) — Midway Downtown, cover cherge not available.
►dj. — Belle Maada. $2 covar.
► Night Watch — Scruplaa, $2 covar charga.
► Hammer — Scotland Yard, cover charga nol available.
►Skip Castro Band — Canter Attic, 9 p.m., $4 admlaalon charge.

MOVNM
► Gandhi (PO) — Gralton-Slovall Thaatra, 7:30 p.m , $1.50 with ID, $2
without ID.
►Navar Say Never Again (PO) — Roth Theatrea. 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7 and
920 p.m. ahows $3.75.
► Rlaky Bualnaaa (R) — Roth Theatres. 4:30 p.m show $2, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $3.75.
►Tha Dead Zone (R) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. show $2, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $3.75.

Etc.
QoH

► Lakevlew Qotl Course - $1 'or students with IDs to play Weat nine holes
Regular prlcea are $7 weekdays, $4.50 attar 5 p.m. and $8.50 for weekends
and holidays.

Bowling

► Valley Lanaa - $.90 days and $1.15 for 'anplns and $1.05 for duckplns
nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 pro every day.

Horseback Riding

►Oak Manor Farms - US 11 South.
Roller Skating
►Skatetown U.sX — Open Tuesday 10 a.m. to noon and Tueaday through
Friday 7:30 p.m. lo 10 p.m.

YOUCANCOU4,
. IMC.

"We Renl and Sell Almoil Everything"

FOR HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
WIGS
MASKS
STAR WARS MASKS
MAKEUP
NOSES
MUSTACHES

Appearing Tonight at

Midway Downtown
From 9-1 a.m.
Also Appearing at JM's
Oct. 28
For Happy Hour 3-5 p.m.
And again that night 9-1 a.m.

Can

433-2591

.».

Let's Dance

195 South Avenue • Han.sonburg, Va.

Horseback Riding
Trail Rides in the beautiful
Massanutten Mountains
For hour plus ride $8.00

Saturday and Sunday Rides
9, 11, l,and3
Weekdays 2 and 4
Call 896-7900 For RasBrvatlons

Where you can find The Breeze
/

The newspaper can be found in Anthony-Seeger, Chandler
Gibbons Dining, Harrison and Jackson halls. It also can be found
in Madison Memorial Library and Warren Campus Center
But now, in several locations, The Breeze can be found in laraa
and brown boxes. Look for the boxes in Harrison, Jackson
GkL
bons, WCC and the library.
' JacKSon' GlD"

■f

Parents Day Schedule
Friday, October 21
730 p.m.

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Tickets at door—$1.50 with
JMU I.D., $2 each guest

Movie, "Gandhi"

Saturday. October 22
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Parents Tent Open

Next to Godwin Hall

Parents Meeting, President's
Address, Performance by
Madisonians

Godwin Hall

Open House

Various Campus Departments

11 a.m. 1 p.m.

Football Game, JMU vs.
Lafayette College

Madison Stadium
Tickets—$7 each

130 p.m.

Concert Three Dog Night

Wilson Hall Auditorium
Tickets—$7 each

7 p.m.,
930 p.m.

Movie, "Gandhi"

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Tickets at door—$1.50 with
JMU I.D., $2 each guest

730 p.m.

10 a.m.

\

Parking Directions

4

Candlelight
Inn

Enjoy fine home cooked cuisine in one of the
oldest and most charming homes in the area.
> Wine md Beer available to compliment your
meal. We will be featuring a delicious buffet
Saturday, October 22, in honor of Parents'
Day. Reservations Please.
317 N. Maia St., Bridgcwmter, 10 minutes from JMU
5-9 p.m.

82S-6T76

Most of the parting lots at JMU are
open for use by persons attending the
Parent* Day football game on Oct. 22.
An exception is the lot in front of
Godwin HalL Parking there is by
sped*! permit only.
The lots where you re most likely to
find a parting spot are the "X" and "J"
lots, which are on the north end of
campus in the area of Long Baseball
Field. You enter the "X" lot from Duke's
Drive on campus and the "J" lot from
CantreU Avenue, which runs adjacent
to campus.

4
A
Selection
For
Everyone's
Taste.

m

Rpgers

FAMILY RESTAURANT

• Soups • SaladBar • Steaks •
Ribs • Pasta • Vegetarian Selections • Sandwiches • Burgers •
Aiocfo • C/USf • FrancA Bread
Pizza • Omlettes • Quiches •
£te* £te..

• Real Roast Beef •
* Fresh V* Pound Burgers •
• Fresh Fried Chicken •
• Fresh Salad Bar •
• Breakfast Served •

- Beer - Wine - Cocktails -

Call

Tastes Too Good
To Be Called Fast Food.

433-9146

y

for reservations
68-70 W. Water St.

(Across from the parking deck)

J-JERITAGE

n-

March over to Sheraton
this Weekend.

A 1 Lcuniij'rzstotnwt;
IN

M

Rt. 33 East, Next to the Sheraton

KM I

Parents Day Weekend
Specials
Breakfast: 6-11 a.m.
Lunch / Dinner: 11-8 p.m.
Friday

Saturday

Homemade Clam Chowder
Homemade Vegetable
Beef Soup
Spinach Salad
Beef Tips Over Rice
Ham Balls
Roast Turkey Over Dressing
Seafood Platter
"Catch of the Day"

Homemade Vegetable
Beef Soup
Large Tossed Salad with
Bacon Dressing
Broccoli Salad
Pork and Sauerkraut
Hand Breaded Fried Oysters
Roast Turkey Over Dressing
Stuffed Pork Chops

Taste the difference Sheraton can make this weekend
with a choice of dining from our

HOKELI COURT BUFFET
featuring
Friday October 21
at 6 p.m.
Fried Fish

3

Buffet also Includes:
Salad Bar, Fried Chicken, Carved Roast Beef
Assorted Vegetables, Rolls, Butter, Assorted Dessert

Also enjoy dining In our Olympic Room
Reservations are recommended.

Visit this weekend. Try any of thase specials along with "raal"
mashed potatoes, homemade bread, pies and caka. Special
children's menu available. Relax In a conganlal atmosphere. The
Heritage Family Restaurant...where your frlanda ara.
.

A

Saturday <
at 7
Seafood

Sheraton
larnsonburq Inn

<SRPtfTOM

ii

ii''

^RKENI COMPOS

ceNre^

_,

^Famous Jvesiaurant
TOM PAPPAS, Own«r-Man«g«z

171 North Main Street - (703)434-7253
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801

OUR
SPECIALTIES
• Shish-Kebob*
• Greek Salads*
• Baklava*
• Lamb Chops*
_ • Steaks •

ll^il M ffftuAe
Welcome Parents!
Serving Wine, Beer, Cocktails
featuring

Saturday Buffet

$6.50
Sunday - Thursday: 11:30 -10:00
Friday, Saturday: 11:30-11:00

433-1177
.

• V <«M*V«
_jr.

Win. {
Seafoods
W> F MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801

'«i

Welcome Parents!

*
Cocktails
M
li

Cj%

Buffet Every Frl. & Sat. Night
•
•
•
e
e
e

Clams
Fried Fish
Broiled Fish
Frog Legs
Hot Vegetables
Fried Oysters

. JULUJL
A

24 HOURS

HOWARD

JownsonJ
RESTAURANT

31 Special Welcome
io
iParenis anJSfacfenfs
8 oz. Rib Eye Steak
Baked Potato
Lettuce & Tomato
Garlic Bread

5.95
(Breakfast served 24 hours)
Across 1-81 from JMU

■

Visa

Have you been to Spanky's lately...

OTJR
UMIfai ...
Spiced Hem ...
Ilittfapplliili
Co***» Salami

RoattBaaf .
Turkey Braul
Corned Beef

Pwml ...

B.L.T

1.9*

1.4*
.... I.W
rAJtfly **

lUTKATOn MILS

(<?,

CMrtaft
Rye. What. Wheat.

|Beat OLUUBDU
ALFALFA CLUB
Ran roaat katf. bacon, kraata. tomato, aad mayo tarvad
on ihret laytra of loan wiik t eickk) taaar ud cklpt
CHUMVt CLU1
Hot ta.lreml. coned katf. keaker Miami, term), aan lit*,
lomaio and 1000 ieland drewni atrvad oa 3 layert of rye
with a pkkle aaaar and chip*
PERC Y1 CLL1
While turkey brant ham. looped with mueruier cheeee.
lettuce and lomaio with mayo oa three I*yen of rye terved
witk a pickle .pur end chipe
SPANKY'S CLUB
Whim turkey kraut, bacoa, kniuce, tomato, aad mayo
tarvad oa ihree layer, of tout witk a pickle .pear tad
chipe
1TYMIE-S CLUB
Ham. bacon, reiiuce. tomato, aad mayo tarvad on three
layer, ol loa.t wiik i pickle taaar ud chip.
WAI.I.VS CLL'l
Ran rout kaaf. kraaat of lurkey topped witk twit, cheeee.
lettuce aad toeaata with Spanky'. mac* oa tkree la yen
of rye. tarvad with a pickle apaar aad chip*

raoccv

Roll, of ■ Baml
Fnach Bread ..
Lettuce, ardor
TometO

Tuna talad. ham. m*n*d chaddar. tad tomato ttrvad oa a hot
buttered croiaaui with chips
Lit
HENRIETTA
White turkey breast, melted muensier. stilucv. lomato. and
mayo ill served oa Irench bread
J.I*
JACKIE
Tunatalad with meked swisssencd on grilled ncwiihcbip* 3 5v
MISS CRARTMI
Turkey, melted rnueniter, bacon, and loeaalo on ■ hot buttered
croissant with chipe
2.?*
JUNIOR
llur >maller appetireM
While lurke> breast, crap bacon, melled prmolone. and
mayo on pumpernickel vened wiih chirr.
2.J9
MAC AIM FIVER
Ham. melled mucnslcr. green ntfintrv mu.luoom. lomalucii.
omon>. mayonneimt on touted while Sencd on a complimentary Frabee
3.9*
MARV JAC KNON

.SO

2S
,90
.23
.25

Mushrooms

On

snanocs
W
Cole Slaw
.W
Macaroni Salad .... »0
Onw POUIO Salad
90
KoeherDul
JO
IteauSaled
90
Potato Chipt iw» I JO
PretaaJs
Frarl Sated

I.J0
90

hWMMMl
kW of Cheat

Ham cappicola. melled proiolone letlua. lomato and Spanks .
sauce nerved on a inakicd Fnjii.h muffin wttk cntpr.
3.0*
kttCKEV
Tkree meaibalh sened on Irench bread anh melicd limitaMJ
ckeete
J.W
OFFICER KENNEDY
Roau katf. melted iwiu, bacoa. cole iki, and toaaato. oa a

Melted Swiss, ■■Mill, aad provoeoa*. lopped
with chow*) olives. mmfcroMW. hxtuc*.
tomato served on rye with raayo end chips
2J»
ft—It slices ■ .25 entire),
MM COM
Mclud mm—r cboooe Huffed with mushrooms,
iwaato. aivd t^n p*ei>en o« t hot buttered
croieeant with chips
2.4*
MUCCSV
Fresh sliced cucumber with Nu sprouts, sbced
mushrooms, ud tomatoes all topped with meked
peevtloas, ud mueoeier chm tar***- oa it«i
wtachipe
2*9

battered rtnkemt with ckica

PETE THE Ft P
Spin knockwunt. lautrkraut. meked »wm and muttard
terved on erillad rye wilk a pickle ipear and chipt
3.4*
PORKY
Ran rout beef, white lurkey brcaw. ham iwiu. lettuce.
lomato. and Spanky's tauce tenad on fnnch bread
Ml
SUNSHINE
Orilted prime rib. melted iwea diatat. terved on freach bread
with ov» own neak teuce
3.4*
Lelluce. tomato, and muekroomt
3.9*
KPANKV
Wkiie lurkey braatt, bam. maanattr dtaeta. cole em*, lomaio
aid mayo tarvad oa ■ roll wiih chieja
2 t*
SPUD
(for traaller appetieee)
Ran roatt kaaf. criap bacoa, mekod iwiu and Spanky'i twice
tarvad oa iriRad rye wkk ckepa
2.4*
STYMIE
Ham. makad iwui. lettuea, toaaato. and muttard tarvad
on french bread
1.1*
WAIXV
Chicken lalad. ham. meked muenttee. and tomato tarvad oa
a hot buttered oroaatnl with chipt
19*
WHEUER SUB
Veal cutlet lervod witk meliad provoloaa, tomato tauca. all
on french bread hot!
3.2*
WHAT THE GANG ORDERED
A loaf of freach bread Huffed with ham, white turkey kreatt.
ulami. meked provolooc. tettuce, tomato, ooioaa and our own
Spaoky'i tauce . . . (tervaa four) ".
'.W

MB

MM

dM>

WALDO
Melted twits, Ntw York etavidar. iHIT
. lettuce, tomato, ud mayo M fr*aeh
2.9*

m NM uua i
III terved with bullet)
Plain, onion, poppy or
pumpernickel
Reieie

■«
»■

F.n.k.h Muffin

*»

3.W

J.JO

2.W

2.H

J.JO

*
MBS CIUJTXXX'S

i

'(
.\

*W

SJLLAII

OJUUIXI

TOSSED SALAD
Freeh, ermp. kewca. mrrota. aad red eakkasw

I.2S

scomrs SPRING SALAD
Garden criap lettuce, served wkk cheats, tomatoes
cucumbers, aad earn. A "tmntriu rlilstkl
SPANKY'S SALAD BOAT
Taaa or cfckken sated served wkk macaroni sale* oa •

2.25

2.4*
SPANKY CHEF
Freak, criap krttaoe. carrots, red cabbam. cake*, ham.
125
SPANKY CHIT SUPREME
Lettuce, radishes, carrots, real cabbaje. cukes, onwa.
loeaato. eaj slices, a jaJamaa eaia of ham. turkey, cheeee
1W
Oar Owa ■MB BMBBM ■ H4J* MM
Freach ■ Hams. ■ viinenni
Bate Cstamt - 2St eiwa

kU. STARS
THE SUBMARINK (THE OSCAR OF SUM)
A combination of meats aad mailed eh
lettuce,
toaaaloes. with ou and nneaar
2.1*
H Submarine
2.4*
(served kail

sou? or rn DAT
etowi

1.50

OREAT BXPECTATIOrS
ajsmard
VEGETARIAN LASACNA
Tender noodles .luffed with spinach, carrots, and assorted
vcfttabks with ■ cream of mushroom sauce. Covered with
muentter cheeee end baked. Served with a toeead salad

7>

end buttered french bread

■ ' QUICHE

3 50

THE REUBEN
Hot corned kaaf. melted iwlm. mutrkraul tad Rueeian dnajlaR
on trilled rvx with ■ kother wear end chip.
J.2S
REl.'BEN JR.
The Reuben-, kid broiher - juet ■ little mtelkr
IN
PASTRAMI REUBEN
Hot panremi. melled iwiu. sauerkraut, aad Rutalaa drtmiai
on irilM rye with ■ kosher spaar aad chips
2.9]
PASTRAMI REUBEN JR.
The Revbea Jr s couala • ■ tatty eakaki
L33
BAILOR
Hot pastrami, spkt kaockwurst. mailed twin aad musiard
on trilled 'ye witk > kosher spur ud chips
2.95

• No chipe or ptcklee on lo jo order. •

CroiBjaM
**
any of tke above served wHh
CreMceitam
»
Cream ckaaat ud jtlly ...1.00//
Cream cheeee end olive. . I.1J>
Crtaai chaeer, kw. and
•

3.21

MUUII emhfll

II"' .mailer appelilol

W
SO

MX!
MMUI

(MM

ouo's STICULS.

* **
iiiiiri
ALFALFA
Ram roaM katf. nuked .wits. IttluM. tomato, and Spanky's
awe*tarvad on french brand
.'.I*
BUCKWHEAT
Ran roan katf topped wkh kaan iprouii. melled muensier
cheese. tOMtaaa. and Spanky's sauce, all on wheel brand
wkkcklm)
2.4*
BITCH
Ran roaH katf. while lurkty breast, swiaa. cole .law. lomaio
end Spar.kyi inuce amad on ■ poll with chin.
2.4*
CHVMV
Thln-tliced coraad kaaf. ko.net salami, molted iwaa. tomato.
cote ■»». aid 1000 Island tarvad on rye with pick* apaar
end chip.
JW
rOOKIK
Ham. criap bacon, mehid Cheddar, and mayo Kncd nn prilled
rye with chips
2.J9
DICKIE MOOH.F
SKead uaak. melted ckaddai. krtture. uimaiii. onion, and 1000
itmad dresiinj tarvad oa fnnch bread
3-7*
FARINA
(for smaller opftctiicti
Hawaiian pineapple, ham. melted >ai» ver\cd nn a mil wnk
chips
3.0*

1.41
I.ft
1.41
l.ft
l.4t
I.If
1.41
2.0*
I.W
2.0*
I.W

OUntZDBS
TiabU

£,

N

YBROCCOUR
,/>>.
CHEDDAR
77
A combinaooa of
'' - broccoli, chaddar and
; ti earn on a delicate cruel
A^
with a tsde of
A hollandeiK Served
\nth a toeeed mlad^,
•V.
4.50

60 W. Water St. Harrisonburg, VA

•'»'
QUICHE
V
./•>^BACONAONION >
\( *
A combina Uon of
•- osuoa. bacoa. aad aaja
'. { on a delicate crust with
. -^e side of hollandtwe
Served with a toeeed

'V

4 50

LASACNA SUPREME
Baked laeauma, fresh Italian salad, fruit salad, tarvad witk
hot buttered farlic freach bread
MANICOTT1
Two marucolti stuffed with cheeeet aad saaolhared with
seuce with buttered atrlic bread Served with a

4.50
4.30
,

with snoMed chaddar cheeee.1-)
-1 Served with buttered _3

cad
3 50
GERMAN TOWN
Two grilled knockwurst, tarvad with hot German potato s sd.
3 50
sauerkraut, aad a piece of buttered pumpernickel bread .
VEAL PARMESAN
Veal cutlet smothered in tomato sauce, provolone cheeee.
Served hot with buttered farlic french bread aad toeead
4.25

434-7647

Subscribe to The Breeze.

|

| $17.50 is enclosed. Make checks payable to The Breeze.
The Breeze
Department of Communication Arts
JMU
Harrison burg, Vu. 22807

Full house
By John Castaldi
assistant sports editor
Three months ago, the JMULafayette football game looked to be
a battle between two of the topranked Division I-AA teams in the
country.
Six games have been played, and
both teams have fallen from the
top-20 and have two-game losing
streaks. Lafayette is 4-2, and JMU
is 3-3.
The expected sell-out crowd at
Madison Stadium Saturday may not
see the two top-ranked teams in the
country, but they should see two of
the most explosive.
When the Dukes take the field
they will be faced with the job of
outscoring a Lafayette team that
averages 404 yards in total offense
— sixth in the nation.
"They're going to try to make the
big play; that's what they're going to
do," JMU coach Challace McMillin
said.
The big play has been the Dukes'
nemesis all season. JMU has been
scored against from 50 yards or
more five times. To slow down the
Leopards, the Dukes will have to
contain Lafayette quarterback
Frank Novak who has completed 99
of 161 passes for 1356 yards and 11
touchdowns this year.
Another big play man for
Lafayette is kick returner Ryan

Sellout expected Saturday
for Dukes vs. Lafayette

Priest. In the last two weeks, JMU
has allowed a 68-yard punt return
and kickoff returns of 72 and 87
yards. Priest led the nation with a
22.6 punt-return average last year,
and he scored on a 91-yard kickoff
return earlier this season.
But all the explosions will not
come from Lafayette as JMU has
some weapons the Leapards must
stop. The Dukes, led by All-America
split end Gary Clark, average 379.2
yards and 30.2 points per game.
Clark, who holds 18 JMU offensive
records, is averaging 172 all-purpose
yards per game.
But JMU has depended on a lot of
players in addition to Clark this
season. The problem is that most of
them are injured.
Brian Coe, JMU's leading rusher
with 521 yards is not expected to
start Saturday because of his injured
shoulder. Defensive players Tony
Thomas and Charles Haley were
both hurt against William and Mary
and may miss Saturday's game.
Those injuries, added to the losses
of Jon Roddy, Warren Marshall,
Neil Mohler, Marshall Barnes, and
Andre Parker, have forced McMillin
to use a lot of younger players.
"We have 19 kids who are playing
now who we didn't expect to be playing much when the season started,"
McMillin said. "Bring your program
along and take a look; we're gonna
have some young kids out there."

Packy Turner (left) gets help from Charles Haley.
(Phdto by Hank Ebert)

'Special season' now a challenge for JMU
By Steve Lockard
sports editor
This certainly is not the way Challace
McMillin and his Dukes had things planned.
1983 was going to be the JMU football
team's special season. A 3-3 record at this
point was at best a nightmare in the Dukes'
pre-season dreams of national rankings and
post-season playoffs.
So much for dreams.
But in many ways this season has been
special. It's been special in the way JMU has
lost three games it easily could have won, and
special in the fact that the Dukes have been
decimated by injuries.
But it hasn't been special the way the Dukes
wanted it to be special. More than anything,
it's been frustrating.
Saturday's loss to William and Mary is
typical of how this year has gone for the
Dukes. Four times they turned the ball over.
An offsides penalty on a JMU kickoff was
converted into an 87-yard return and even-

tually a touchdown for William and Mary.
In addition to the self-inflicted wounds, the
JMU injury situation is getting a bit
ridiculous.
Having already lost five starters for the
year, the Dukes' Tony Thomas and Charles
Haley were both hurt Saturday and are questionable for Saturday's game with Lafayette
University. Running back Brian Coe might
not play and quarterback Tom Bowles will
start the game with two sprained ankles.
None of this- is the kind of news that
McMillin wanted to hear when this season
began, but in the midst of this adversity, he
YL IA remains optimistic.
*■ "We can still haVe a very fine season,"
McMillin says. "We are excited about what
can happen."
And there is still a lot to be excited about. A
3-3 record is hardly reason to abandon ship,
but what the Dukes must realize is this season
can quickly slip away from them.
Suddenly a special season has become a
special challenge.
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All-America Gilbert
on target for JMU
By Linda Manelskl
staff writer

Cindy Gilbert has been on two national championship archery
teams. (Sports Information photo)

• University, Gilbert was a member of
the school's national championship
team and was named AllSouthwestern Region and second
team All-American.
She transferred to JMU her
sophomore year so she could be
closer to her family in Media, Pa.
Also after competing in high school
she knew more archers on the east
coast and felt more comfortable here
than out west.

Last June, Cindy Gilbert, an AllAmerica archer for JMU, shot her
first career Robin Hood at the Pan
America Trials at Arizona State
where she placed ninth.
"In archery we say it's a one in a
million chance," JMU archery
coach Margaret Horn said. A Robin
Hood is when an archer shoots an
arrow into a previously shot arrow.
"It's a very direct hit midpoint on
Gilbert's first year at JMU she was
the closed aluminum head," Horn
a member of the 1982 National
said. "The arrow also has to apChampionship Team, runner-up in
proach at the same angle in order for
the Eastern Regionals and third in
it to go into the first arrow. Every artheU.5. Intercollegiate Championcher works to get one."
7srlilJS>-~-^
Gilbert's archery career has been a
The Robin Hood in June
direct hit, with the direction coming
foreshadowed her successful sumfrom her parents who were both
mer when she won the Eastern
members of the Professional
Regionals.
Archer's Association. At 5 years
"That was a big turnaround for
old, she and her father were shooting
me," said Gilbert, who shot 1,256
on field courses in the woods.
out of a possiblel,440 points.
"The bow was bigger than I was,"
The summer also included a trip to
says Gilbert, who now stands
California where she placed ninth at
5-foot-3. "They would modjfy lrre\^the U-S- Amateur Championships
courses a lot for me and I got to go
and was named first alternate to the
up closer."
U.S. National Archery Team.
Cindy started competing seriously
She also travel ed to Colorado to
about the age of 11 when she got
compete in the National Sports
involved with the Junior Olympic
Festival and on Labor Day she won
Developmental Program.
the 18 and over Pennsylvania State
In high school she shot for her
Championships.
dad's business, the Middletown Ar"Vacations are archery trips for
chery Club, with her dad as her perme," Gilbert says. "It seems
sonal coach.
everywhere I go I take my tackle box
As a freshman at Arizona State
(archery equipment box)."

Experience molds Martel into volleyball leader
By Scott Tolley
staff writer

In four years, Valerie Martel
has played volleyball for very
good and very bad teams at
JMU, and the experience has
made her more than just a good
player.
Martel, a senior co-captain,
plays center blocker on offense
and center back on defense.
Although she performs those
duties well, leadership has
become her biggest contribution
to the JMU volleyball team.

'When a team
doesn't get
that win ...
they tend to
fall apart9
JMU coach Deb Tyson said as
a co-captain Martel has created a
more "strengthened and accented" leadership role for the

players.
With a 14-19 record some
teams might give up, but Tyson
said Mattel's positive attitude
and encouragement have helped
the Dukes maintain their poise.
"We're hungry for a big win
and when a team doesn't get that
win . . . they tend to fall apart,"
Tyson said.
Although Martel is one of the
team's best blockers and hitters,
the strongest part of her game is
her serve receiving.
Tyson said, "A good serve
receiver is an asset to any team,
and in the long run can help build
a stronger offense."
Since Martel joined the team as
a freshman, she has seen the
heights of two state championships and the depth of a last-place
finish in the state.
"My four years at JMU have
been the absolute best and absolute worst years in sports for
me," Martel said.
After state championships her
freshman and sophomore year,
Martel said poor relations between players and coach Judy

Novinc caused the Dukes
downfall last year.
Martel said things have changed under new coach, Deb Tyson.
"This year our record hasn't
been that good, but it doesn't
show what we've done or accomplished. Under coach Tyson
the program is going to take off;
I just wish I could be here to see it
happen."
Unlike many of the JMU
players who are learning the
game for the first time under
Tyson, Martel has played since
her sophomore year in high
school.
Martel said her fir'st two
coaches didn't know much about
volleyball.
"I learned a lot of basic
volleyball skills incorrectly in my
first two years," Martel said. "In
my senior of high school I
relearned the basic skills under a
new coach."
Martel developed her skills
even more by playing in the
United States Volleyball Association the following spring.
USVBA is an organization of

Valerie Martel
volleyball camps or clinics, where
players can compete against high
school and college players.
Martel said that her coach during her senior year, Carol
McPherson, inspired her to
believe she could play college
volleyball.
McPherson took her around to
various colleges for tryouts.
"I took one step on this campus and knew I wanted to 8go
here."
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oddsandends
you read the article last week, you
know I placed $100 on the Redskins.
This week I'm sticking with teams
with reliable defenses.

Take SMU
over Texas

Southern Methodist (plus 8Vt) at
Texas

,-The Longhorns are the secondranked team in the country, but the
Mustangs haven't been beaten in the
Tast 26 games. Nobody in the nation
can top that streak. Texas might be
the better team, but I think SMU can
. stay within 10 points. $50 on SMU.

By Rhett Butler
staff columnist

Last week was a tough one. The
defenses disappeared in Green Bay,
and the Redskins' secondary disapointed a lot of Washington fans. If

Southern California (plus 10) at
Notre Dame

Last week USC got clobbered by
Arizona State 34-14. The Trojans
can't be as bad as they've shown
recently. The Irish have'been unpredicatble. I look for USC to
bounce back. $50 on Southern
California.
Iowa (plus 6) st Michigan
This looks like the best game in
the Big 10 all year. Michigan always
has its eyes on the Rose Bowl, but

Iowa's sixth-ranked defense should
be a major obstacle in the road to
Pasadena for the Wolverines. $50 on
Iowa.
The pros are getting less predictable all the time.
Miami
Baltimore

(minus

3Vi)

at

Were the Dolphins that good last
week, or were the Jets that bad?
Regardless of why it happened,
Miami walked away with a 32-14
win. After starting two games for the
Dolphins, Dan Marino has become
the AFC's top-rated passer. The
Colts may have been brought back
to reality by last week's 30-7 beating
at the hands of Buffalo. $60 on
Miami.
Pittsburgh (even) at Seattle

BEST lNTfl*w .T

JMU

■r

i

The Seahawks surprise a lot of
people last week by beating the
Raiders 38-36. Curt Warner leads
the AFC in rushing, and the oncemighty Steel Curtain has become only a mediocre defense against the
run. Zorn and company will
outscore the Steeler high-scoring
defense (five touchdowns in the last
two games). $60 on Seattle.
Detroit (plus
Washington

7Vi)

at

The Redskins looked sad on
defense Monday night. The Lions'
are a hot team. They've won two
straight outscoring their opponents
69-27. $50 on Detroit.
Los Angeles Raiders (plus 4) at
Dallas

This is not only the best game of
the week but the best bet too. The
Cowboys and the Raiders are the
most consistent winners in football.
However, Dallas is ranked 15th out
of 28 NFL teams against the odds.
The Raiders beat the odds in 90 percent of games in which they are
"underdogs. $90 on Los Angeles.
Last week's results minus $100
Season's total
minus $40
Money on hsnd
plus $460

FOOTBALL
W4M
JMU

0

10

0

14

24

0

10

0

11

21

FIRST QUARTER
No Scoring

SECOND QUARTER
JMU — Co* 9-yard run (Stinnett kick)
JMU — Stinnet 42-yard field goal
W1M — Sutton 6-yard pass from Murphy (Morns kick)
WAM - Morris »yard Held goal

r-hi Fraternity
n oStoyoU'a

'./*•••

0
ppqgi***
"^
HI

THE*«*<*1

•

THIRD QUARTER
No scoring

sd&jfei

^Q<M

FOURTH QUARTER
JMU - Stinnett 28-ytrd Held goal
WAM - Wright 30-yard pass from Murphy (Morris kick)
WAM — Scanlon 2-yard pass from Murphy (Morris kick)
JMU — Clark 2-yard pass from Bowles (Edwards pass
from Bowles)
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RuaMng
JMU — Cos 17 carrles-«7 yards, McPtwson 14-40,
Bowles 14K-S). WBMam iMMHt - Wright 1S49,
Scanlon 10-32.
'.
JMU — Bowles 11-21-IO^IeaSeompletlone-atternptsyards louchdownslnterLiajlejns), Cos 1-1-39-0*.
WfMaat and Mary - Murphy W 29-211 3-1

JMU — Job 5-92, Clark 3-23. Coe 2 9 William and Mary
— Bodnar 560, Sutton 442. Sanders 340.
C!M3A<»j«yComCancaiT«Goiq»vC<*»odoatmH a»wolRn» &«%»»— S

JMU - Stinnett 7 punts 39.2 average WMtam and
Mary - Wheeler »32.2
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sportsfile
Theta Chi
wins title
Theta Chi won the men's intramural softball tournament last
Wednesday by beating the Franchise
in two games 9-4, 11-10.
Theta Chi scored two runs in the
10th inning of game two to complete
its 10-0 season and gain the title.
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes defeated the Angels in the
best of three women's intramural
championship 13-10, 7-10 and 12-4.

Men's tennis
JMU's doubles team of freshmen
Rob Smith and Billy Georges won
the flight-three doubles competition
at the inaugural ECAC South Tennis
Championships held last weekend at
the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis.
The Dukes placed fourth of six
teams at the championships. Navy
was first with 88 points.

Women's tennis
JMU won three home matches last
weekend to raise its fall dual match
record to 3-1.
The Dukes downed George
Washington 7-2 Friday and defeated
Richmond 8-1 and Radford 7-2
Saturday.

Freshman Terri Gaskill won all
three number one-seed singles matches and teamed with senior Kathy
Holleran to sweep all three number
one-seed doubles matches.
Senior Kathy Gerndt was also
undefeated in fourth-seed competition.

Soccer
Nationally-ranked Virginia scored
once in each half to defeat JMU 2-1
here Friday.
UVA, ranked 13th in the country,
outshot the Dukes 20-S. The
Cavaliers had a 2-0 lead until JMU's
Jeff Brown scored with 1:04 left in
the game.
Brown's goal was the first goal
scored against the Cavaliers in four
games.

George Washington (15-7, 15-13),
Massachusetts (15-11, 16-14),
Maryland (15-6,15-10), and
Villanova (11-15, 15-4, 15-5).

Tickets

Pufrt relume
Clark

18

KhA returns

No.

Clark
Tumor

10

a

AN.

Only a few tickets are left for
Saturday's Parents Day football
game against Lafayette.
Students must obtain tickets by
noon today at the ticket office in the
Convocation Center.
Students who do not get a ticket
will be admitted into the stadium
with ID until general admission
seating in the bleachers and in section one is fulled.
Besnier said he thought the two
general admission sections would sell
out. After those seats are filled the
gates will be closed to students who
don't have tickets.

90.
41

BowlM
Roddy

JMU split two matches Tuesday
after losing five times this weekend.
The Dukes, ranked fourth in the
Division-II Atlantic region, defeated
third-ranked Radford University
15-9, 15-6 Tuesday in a home match
before losing to Division-I George
Mason 15-9, 15-3.
JMU was winless in five matches
against Division I opponents at last
weekend's University of Delaware
Invitational Tournament. The
Dukes lost to Princeton (15-6, 15-9),

AM.

Long

Coa
Bowlaa
Bland
McPheraon

85
67
45
42

Clark

6

S21
200
146
166
53

6.1
3.0
3.2
3.7
10.9

92
17
11
15
29

No.

Yda.

AM.

Long

29
14
13
7
7

612
256
121
193
60

17.7
182
9.3
14.7
8.6

72
67
27
25
11

Clark
Job
Coa
McKanna
Robanaon

96

2

A«*

Long

TO

22.1
17.7

96

199
177

Com
p.

Pel.

Yd*.

TD

SO
24

Ml

M«

'

see 333

tat

1

AM.

1388

40.8
I

TO

X-Pt.

FQ

10
0
B
3

0
20
0
0

0
8
0
0

UnaaIkla.

HI
Ml

AMI-

Total

13
11
10

29

28
31
20
17
17
7
11
8
9

70
60
S3
42
37
30
26
24
24

Clark
Sllnnall

Co*
BowlM

Tackloa
Smith
Halay
Wlanlawski
Zlolkowskl
Sat tor

18
23
17
11
16
13
9
12

e

9
7
2
7
3

Long
63
Pta.
60
36
30
IB

Men's golf

TD

TO

14.9

34

STATISTICS
Yda.

2M

Sllnntlt

Mohlec

No.

TO

Yda.

Tumor

Ruahlng

Long

Punta

Arrlngton

Football

Av*.

Punting

ThomM

Volleyball

Y*».

JMU is the middle of a busy North
Carolina agenda.
The Dukes opened play Monday
at the Hargrove Davis-Campbell
University Invitational in Buies
Creek, N.C., after a disappointing
23rd place finish at Duke
University's John Ryan Memorial
Tournament on Saturday.

% &%* Other glace
HARRISONBURC.VA

Haircuts-Perms
Beard A Moustache
Trims

proudly presents
Thurs. Oct. 20- FORCE OF HABIT
New Rock, $2.00 cover with Student I.D.|
Happy Hour 7p.m. • 2a.m.
Frl. Oct. 21- DEPOT STREETBAND
Rock 'n Roll
Sat. Oct. 22- DIXIE RASCALS .
Southern Rock

Appointment
not always
necessary
Hair Affair

433-8891

Happy Hour 3 P.M. - 7 P.M. Dally
4344233

337 E.Market

29 South Liberty St. One Block Prom Court Square

VALLEY MALL
White Stag
Warm Up Suits
20% off

433-8857
Outerwear for
fall and winter

a.
SKI a SPORT

Great Ski Packages

Ski Boot Bargains

Head Omega.
RowignolE^ort

.$209.00
$249.00

OHB77

$33900

°

jgg
Nordicil Comp „, R
$21Q NQW
newbotance Nc^Gte,
Reg.$140 Now $109.00
Raichle TARGA
Reg.$125 Now $ 89.00
Running gear now available

J

Two Blocks From Campus

FOG SUBS

MOB.-

Sat.: 9-6 p.m.

Fri.: 9-* p.m.
Wc Accept Checks

Located In Mr. Flip's Mini Mart
All beer prices .05c over cost per 6 pk

N.Y. Style Deli

NACHOSwith sub
BAGELS

3SC

$5.20

Coors6pk
Strolls 12 pk

$2.29
$4.35

Old Milwaukee 12 pk

$3.95

Look For Menus Around Campus
9

JOHN COUGAR
MELLENCAMP

* You've Tasted The Rest,
Now Try The Best."
Saturday
Night
at 10 p.m.

Free Delivery! 6 P.M. -1 A.M.
With Every Sub Purchased You Have a Chance to
Win 2 Five-Foot Subs of Your Choice
Drawing on No v. 7

| 'm

A Great
Rocktober
on Jesse!

WJSY - FM 104

"sis'

AtPOMDEK

On Sale This Week
Sunday Oct. 16 thru
I Saturday Oct. 22,1983.
Produce Specials

1

8*j

Russet
Potatoes

$2.29 - 6/12 oi. cans
Bosch Beer 2.19 - 6 12 oi.
cans

EMPRESS 6V.-OZ. CAN

Chunk
Light Tuna

II

69*

b*«

from Miller High
Life
MelsterBrau
2.09 6/12 oi. cans

•
Fresh
Cauliflower ^y
■■rraa

i

COUPON

ASSORTED PRINTS

8 Coronet Tissue

18
i...i¥......»—«
^

#

English 12 _
it
Muffins x*t

NEW

LONG BLAND

roH
IsmHy

Grocery Specials J

JANE PARKER

HNEST QUALITY

1^

lfw>M»Nrei^li U—K
••WOUallmnl

Beer Specials

Budweiser & Bud Light

Florida
Tangeloes

REGUALR *. UNSALTED

S Krispy Crackers

Large Eggs

1ST OF THE SEASON

National Beer 24 pk
$5.55
24 pk Returnable Btls
$5.20
6pk
$1.29
Carnation Hot Cocoa Mix
lzoz
SI.1I
Jiffy Corn Muffin Mix
Soz
5/$1.00
Just Rite Chili 15oz
65C
Lowenbrau 6 pak
$2.87
Miller Lite 6 pak
$2.54

Schiitz 12 pit
$4.35
Schlitz Mall Liquor 6 pk
$2.20
Mkhclob Reg / Lite
$2.55
Busch or Natural Lite 12 pk . .$3.80
Budweiser
Reg. or Lite 6 pk
$2.25

WITH CREAM CHEESE
any type
50$

,_.

Hamm's Beer 24 pk

Soft Drink Specials
Coke, Diet Coke, Tab,
Sprite * Mr. Pibb
I/S1.39 pins deposit
16 oz. returnable bottles
Regular and sugar free
Canada Dry
Ginger Ale - .89 2 Uter

ASSORTED VARIETIES

9 Lives
Cat Food
•02

3
•%?

WHOLE BEAN GROUND FRESH

Eight
0'Clock

Coffee :

I3.5

99

_

P.I0MH

«MB»1» .
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MISTAEKES
Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad
taste, was overplayed, or wag not covered
at all.
Sometimes the newspaper prints a
correction.

COD

66 E. Market St.
434-R2D2

TDK SA90
2 for $5.79
Maxell UDXLII90 2 for $5.79
FREE MAXELL POSTER WITH
PURCHASE OF 6 UDXLII90's
(Sorry, no charge cards for this special offer)

Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.
r

_

► If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if you have a question
about coverage policy, call Ian Katz, editor, at
(433)-6127.
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807.

The Breeze listens.
Because nobody's perfect.

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour photo finishiny tor 110. 126, and 135 films
"//; by HI, out by .?"

25% Discount
to JMU students on all
photographic equipment
79 I.. Market St.. Harrisonhury
434-5314
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted

COLLECT-A-PEARL
STARTER SET

v

UK Gold
24" Serpentine
chain with 6
beads - 7 MM each
$99 value*

$59.89

WITH
THREE
5MM PEARLS
$29.89

s

CMner
J

VafttyMaH
f MmtonDurg

MIDWAY * MARKET
157 Warsaw Ave.
Budweiser
Reg / Light
6 pak cans

434-7948

~

$2.39

Coors
6 pak cans

$2.39

$4.09

Buach
Natural Light
6 pak cans

$2.09

Molson Ale
6 pak Btls

$2.99

Coors Light
6 pak cans
6 pak Btls

$2.49

Moosehead
6 pak Btls

$3.19

Turborg Beer
6 pak Btls

$1.89

Old Mill
Reg / Light
12 paks

$4.29

Schaeffer
6 pak cans

Busch
Natural Light
12 pak cans

$1.59

RETURNABLES (24)

KEQS
Old Mlll(%) $17.99 (Vi) S27.99
Bud(V«) $23.99 (Vi) $35.99
Coors('/«) $23.99 (Vi) $35.99
Bu9Ch('/rs only) $28.99

(plus deposit)
Bud Light
Coors(Reg / Light)

$8.99
$9.49

Busch

$8.49

National Beer

$5.99

Coke
Reg / Diet
2 Liter

$1.29

Sprite
Reg / Diet
2 Liter

$1.29

M & Ms
Plain / Peanut
7 Vi oz. bag

$1.09

Chips
1 lb Bag

$1.99

$2.19

Cigarattes
Carton
Reg

$8.29

99C

Cigarattes
Carton

Coke
Reg / Diet
6 pak Btls
Ice
Large Bag

10O's

ice
Small Bag
Open Nightly
TU 12 Midnight

69C

Pretzels
12 oz. Bag

$8.59
$1.09
Prices Good Thra
Sun. 10/23

^■v

Mr. Flip's Mini Mart

Plan your
weekend:

Welcome Parents
1060 S. Main Street
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
7 days a week

Every Thursday with after hours in
the Inside section of The Breeze.

AT

Coorafpaok
Coora 12 pack
OMMWepaek
OW Mm I2paek
Bud and Bod Light 6 pack
Bod and Bud Light 12 peak
Mtohatob9paek.....
Buach 6 pack
Buach 12 pack
htiarand MMtrUoMf pack
MWarapaok

92.59
4.79
209
4.09
2.38
4.01
279
199
3,89
2.89
1»»

MooaahaatfOpaek
Labattaepack
National 6 pack cant
8©hao*facepaek

2.89
..2.79
i-»
1J9

PARENTS' WEEKEND SPECIAL
T-Shirts
Hooded T-Shirts

JIN

Hooded Sweat Shirts
(regularly $23.00)
Sweat Pants
(regularly $19.00)

$7.99
$15.99

now $17.25

now $14.25

Free JMU Bike Cap or Painters Cap thru Saturday 22
to the first 25 JMU student or parent customers

uNTRY

rC°
,

C

M - F 9:30-9:00 Saturday 9:30-6:00

FOR ALL
YOU DO...
THIS
BUD'S
YOU.

SEultffiBBcW*

ASUAL

*U
Next To A&P

Bud Light
Buach
Coora

taso
7.99
9.25

Milk
Hot popcorn
18 oz. Non-Raturnabta Coke
2lltraDMCoka
Kaao
Bud half hag
OWMIII
Buach half kag
Coora half kag

Sales Every Weekend
All Year Long

11.99
.25 a box
2.29
1.39
935.50
28.00
28.00
35.50

classifieds

Bloom County

For Sale

by Berke Breathed
AH~.W&,GmHM, AM
■me a&wzein OF THIS
muoR emr... MAKING
CAW-MWVTC fvsmmonb
PROdASiY-.

Stereo Equipment — Pioneer, Onkyo,
Sansul, Mitsubishi and more/all brands
available at wholesale prices — fast
delivery — Call now: (703) 434-0583.
Grateful Deed T-Shirts — Unique design,
limited edition. $7.00, 433-0458.
Female Housing Contract — must sell as
soon aa possible. Please contact Karen
Smith x4266, or P.O. Box 2969.

SAY,

mi, event, we l&'f&nfiL?

G&mett£N...

cm/urn

QLUfol

I960 Mazda 626 — 5 speed, air conditioning, AM-FM-cassette, new radlals, plush
Interior, excellent condition. Best offer.
Call 434-4359.

Help Wanted

leesee...
'THe
pouce"FOR new wtvem.
4

Overseas Jobs — Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC Box 52-VA-4, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

RAYCHARUS'FOR R+3 PAY'PEFLePfW'FOR HEAVY
MEM. PAY... ANP, OF COWSe,

"jew zmmbtm ANP HIS
ALBUWRQUe FATBOYS."

Need competent riders to help work with
horses. Call 896-7600.

jmmmmje

NOHPeRSOmiY,
I'M VCRY gXC/TEP
ABOiTTTHAT LAST...
VH...THAT...UH...
WHAT'S

mm?

Services
Confidential Abortion Services — All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
Professional typing - IBM Selectrlc.
433^686 before 7:00 p.m..
Professional typing. Call Kathy,
433-8015, after 5.
Picture framing for less. Frames and
matting. Specialized In needlework. Tom
Hawkins 434-3185.
__^^_
Experienced typist. 190/page. Elaine
4334571.

ftAPY
TWM

&*»#

^2

HOUP

/

Typing Service — 20 years experience.
$1.00/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing — Resumes, term papers. The
Public Stenographer. 433-9212.
Typing — Susan, 6292 from 10 a.m. — 2
p.m. or evenings, 434-7508.

Lost
QoM Chain Bracelet Great sentimental
value. Reward. Susan x6869.

Temporarily Insane

by McClelland, Weeks and Fama

Personals
Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts todsyl Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
5090.
'
'

GA&A

Roadducks — Friday, October 28 at The
Other Place.
Flndells — Wednesday, October 26 st
The Other Place. New Wave with Happy
Hour 3:00 p.m. til close.
Would you vote for an MX silo In Harrlsonburfl, VA?

XU. rvtAkt

30rv\E

COFFEE

»

Hop — Hsppy Birthday from TWM and
suite B103.

ii«* f*V*

D-D. love you bunches, Sally Jane.
B-11 — Hey Hot-llpsl Ready for the
weekend? Love, Girl.

«- -

The Brothers of Lambda CM Alpha would
like to thank our Little Sisters for all the
birthday wishes and the doughnuts.
A Happy Birthday wlah to Dana Weaver
from the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha.
Sting: Happy Birthday) I.LB.T.'e How
about you? No more Jim Meeka. Let's
talk theology. What It Isl Fred the Fry.
I always wanted a Big Brother. Thanks
Roger. Little Bro.
Booksale — Friday, October 28. The
English Club is selling books for $.25
apiece, 8 a.m. — 5 p.m. In Room A, Mezzanine.
Sigma Nu Little Sisters — Thank you for
all your help during this Fall's rush. Love,
Chip.
No money down. Walt and order your
claas ring from Herff Jones.

/

\ JDDNV rviovE

It's worth the drive to Edlnburg Mill
Restaurant. Dinner or a Hearty Country
Buffet In an 1846 flour mill with Gift Shop
and Cocktail Lounge — 35 miles north on
181, Exit 71. 7039648555.
Tell your parents to stop by the Edlnburg
Mill Restaurant for luncheon buffet. Exit
71 from 1-81 or Call 703-984-8S66.
Brian — I love youl Happy one yearl Thle
Is only one In a million. Love always and
forever from your beat friend and special
little girl. Karen Marie.
Sorry Liny, no personal In The Breeze
this year either. Nobody's wishing you a
happy 20th birthday. Poor neglected
child. You know, you really shouldn't beg
for a personal. Tim.

1

Let's put an end to political Ignorance.
Annihilate Apathyl
Happy Birthday Diane! If you had only
known that wierdo from the gas station
would become your roommate. It's been
Great I Jersey forever! Love, Kellle.
"Drew" Schwab — Remember when all
of thla was a daydream? I'm so glad
you're finally doing what you've wanted
for so long. You were great I Yours, Stacy.
Loot: Two former friends In Sigma Nu.
Description: fun-loving, good dancers
snd "Honorary Virginia Beach Shrlnera."
Last seen wearing black-n-gold. Lost
somewhere between sophomore and
senior year. If found, please return to
Glna and Sally I Sentimental value.

«!2L%2*^f
~.' danc«d with Bobble
from CHS. Let's migrate.
DeaiHummyBear _ You certainly do
make my heat amllel I'm so lucky I know
you. Mercyl Mercy I Brown Eva*.
S&JSKP ■***»■ You're such a
wonderful young lady In all respects. I'm
ggjy *•» "■■■ Provide an^entful

gJ^haXg&Pn» "* «"*""*«
Come on Men — there's work to do and
we are Just the one's for you. You name
the price for the Sigma Kappa Dledaelf
you bid the higheat th^^WV.
h??-- ff"2 ,0 our «wtton and don't

Snliht .t8l h* b"•m•n, °'

Q,Word

'
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announcements
Announcements In The Inn ere provided free ai ■
service to readers. Events requiring an exchange of
money will not be published In tha announcements
aactlon. Entertainment notlcaa may be aanl to the In
aid* Arta and Paopla aactlon.
Deadlines for announcement! are noon Friday tor
Monday's liaua and noon Tuesday (or Thureday'a
laaue. Mailing sddress la Tha Breeze, communication
art! department, Jamas Madlaon Unlveraity, Harrleonburg VA 22807. The Breeze office la In the baaameni of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets
Form for announcements la WHO le doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number ahould be Included.

General
Library HOUrt — Sunday, noon to midnight; Monday through Thursday, 7:60 a.m. to midnight; Friday,
7:50 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 0 am. to 6 p.m.
CPaVP — Resume Writing, Oct. 26 from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m.; Interviewing for Teaching Positions, Oct. 25 from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.; (Jetting Your Act Together, Oct. 26
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.; The Nuta and Baits of OnCsmpus Interviewing, Oct. 27 from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.; Interview Preparation, Oct. 28 from 10 am to 11 a.m.
Sign up In advance In the CP*P office.
CP&P special programs — "How to Get Vour Foot In
the Door," Oct. 20 from 7 p.m. to 8p.m., room B, WCC.
Deals with the obstacles you may face In getting an Interview — from an employers' point of view. Mr. Joe
Klrby from Weatlnghouee Corporation will lead the
presentation Also, "Move Over, My Head Hurts,''
locuses on the nit picky points of Interviewing, Oct. 26
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. In the Interview Center. No advance algn up la necessary.
Typed, ready for printing resumes will be critiqued
on a walk-In bull In the CP&P office Thursdays from 0
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Foreign Sendee Exam forma can be obtained In the
CP&P office. Deadline to register la Oct. 21.
1083 Professional Qualification Teat — the flrat atep
in qualifying for a career with the National Security
Agency, registration deadline la Oct. 22 for the Nov. 12
test. Bulletin and registration form may be obtained In
the CP&P office.
Job connections — the following |ob connectlona
will be posted on Oct. 24: Computer Science Corpora
lion, computer science, math, and physics ma|ors;
Mutual of Omaha, any major Interested In sales; A. H.
Robins Company, chemistry majors; Defense Mapping
Agency, geology, geography majors. Bring one copy of
your resume when you sign up. Details available In
CP&P office).
The following fob will be posted Oct. 24: WSGM-FM,
Stsunton, marketing or communication arts ma|ors Interested In sales.
A representative from the Social Security Administration will be on campus Nov. 1 from 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. In room C, WCC, to discuss career opportunities
and application procedures for employment with their
agency.
Mercer University School of Law will be Interviewing
on campus Oct. 27; Georgetown MBA program will be
Interviewing on campus Oct. 31. George Mason Law
School will be Interviewing on campus Oct. 26. Sign up
In CP&P office.
Tutoring — Tutors are needed In nearly all JMU
subject areas. If you are interested In tutoring other
students, applications can be obtained at the Counseling and Student Development Center, second floor,
Alumnse Hell.
Slgms Phi Lambda la sponsoring a tutorial program.
Students needing tutoring may contact Julio Pitt,
communication, fine arts and English, box 3037 or ph.
4353; Donna Berry, political science, public admlnlatrallon and history, box 286 or ph. 4162; Jar! Bliss.
business and economics, box 348 or ph. 7416; Kim

LAW UG>
1

Fill out ad

Stewart, education and human services, box 3362 or
ph. 5457; Beth Ann Neff, science and social science,
box 2131 or ph. 434-3647; Ann Mace, math and computer science, box 2102 or ph. 4646; Kelly OeKlelns,
philosophy, religion and foreign language, box 1263 or
ph. 4344291; Debbie Lawaon, 4154; or Ken Blgga, 7440.

Events
Baptist Student Union — Thursday: meeting
at 5:30 p.m. In Converse Religious Activities Center.
Sunday: New Psalm Singers at Augusts Association
meeting; meet at BSU Monday: Joint council meeting
et 7 p.m. Tuesday: Sunrise Semester, 7 a.m. In Converse Religious Activities Center. Share Your Faith Bible Study, 11 a.m. and 1230 p.m.. Wednesday: New
Psslm Singers practice at 8 p.m.

Waslay Foundation — Oct. 20, e p.m. to 7:30
p.m., New Life Singers. Duke 110.
Phyilca le)Ctur« — The physics department
presents Professors D. Rae Carpenter, Jr. and Richard
B. Mlnnlx of the VMI physics department Oct. 26at 7:30
p.m. In Miller 101. Carpenter and Mlnnlx will present s
series of lecture demonstrations In physics. These
demonstrations have been highly acclaimed by
thousands of studsnts and teachers for more than a
decade
Evlta — The Spanish club la sponsoring a trip to see
Evlta on Nov. 12 at the Warner Theatre In DC Tickets
ars 116 and dus by Oct. 21. Transportation will be arranged. For further Information, call 7464.

Intsmatlonal Association of Buslntss
Communicators — win mid its initiation
ceremony Oct. 20 at 4:30 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger's
auditorium.
Visiting Scholars — presents Wllcomb
Washburn. director, Office of American Studies,
Smithsonian institution, at 8 p.m: on October 24 |n
Miller 101. Washburn will apeak on "Who Speaks for
the Indian?"
Play psflormancs — John Osborne's English
drama, "Look Back In Anger," will be performed In the
Experimental Theatre through Oct. 23 at 8 p.m. Tickets
cost 12

Amortcan Rad Cross Blood Orivo — Oct. 25
from 10 s.m. to 4 p.m. In the WCC ballroom. Donors
should contact Bev Moors, Box 2301 or phone her at
(433H640.
Library display — of prehistoric snd protohistoric Indian artifacts from mountainous Virginia
obtained by the students and faculty of the JMU Archeologlcal Research Center will be held during the
month of October on the second floor of the library.
Aft axhlbits — Artworks Gallery: works of JMU
students Emily Clark and Kim Cox. The Other Gallery:
worka of JMU students Robert Yoder and Pet Vsn
Horn. Exhibits will be through Oct. 22.

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal atudent group
meets Thursdays after the 7 p.m. communion service
at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
Caving Club — meets every Thursday at 6 p.m. In
Jackson l-B.

Medical and Allied Health Society — win
meet Oct. 26 at 8:30 p.m. In Burruss 114.

Intercollegiate lacrosse team — win meet
Oct. 20 at 7:30 p.m. In Godwin 206. All women interested In trying out for the team should attend
National Organization for Women — The
Harrleonburg/Rocklngham County chapter will present
"Toys snd Sex Roles," Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. on the mezzanine.
Phi BetS Lambda —will meet Oct. 20 at 6 p.m. In
Blackwell Auditorium. Guest apeaker will be Lester Bittell, JMU professor of management.
Finance Club — will meet Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. In Harrison 206. Tom Robinson, vice president of finance of
Comsonlca, will speak on corporate finance and career
paths.
Black Student Alliance — meets the first snd
third Mondays ol each month.
Panhellenlc Council — win meet Oct. 20 at 5:30
p.m. at ZTA.

MadlaOfl Outing Club — meets every Wednesday night at 6 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium under
Moody Hall.
Preebytertan Fellowship — meets every Monday night at 6:30 In room C, WCC.
Lutheran Student Movement — meets every
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. In room D, WCC for worship On
Thursday, Leo Buscaglla will present "Love Tapes" at
the Muhlenbarg Lutheran Church. Call Rhonda (4552)
for a ride.
University Writing Lab — offers individualized
help to students working on papers or reports, studying for essay exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE,
LSAT, GMAT, or NTE. For further Information, contact
Mrs. Hosklns, Keezell 108, Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., 6401.

Csmpus Escort Service — The fraternities of
Alpha Chi fiho and Theta Chi are offering a campuswide escort service. Mondays through Thursdays from
9 p.m. to midnight, call 5108; Frldaya through Sundays
from 9 p.m. to midnight, call 5706.
Mediation Council — offers free mediation services to sll members of the csmpus community. They
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center,
4334250
Counseling Center — otters personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for individuals and
groups Call 6662 for more Information or come for
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m. end 5
p.m., Monday through Thursdsy.
NDSL Checks — for the fell semester may be
picked up at the caahler's window In Wilson Hsll from
6:30 a.m. to noon snd 1 p.m. to 3:30 p m. Monday
through Friday Student teachers may call 4334291 for
an appointment. All recipients must sign a promissory
note. Checks unclaimed after a reasonable period sre
cancelled.
FCA — will hold a special Parents' Weekend
meeting Oct. 23 st 3 p.m. in the ballroom. Parents sre
welcomed.

Chrlatlan Science Organization — meets
every other Sunday, beginning with this Sunday, st 7
p.m. In the religious center.

-^\

Bathematlca and Computer Sclsncs Col
qulum — Dr. Chlng-Yusn Chiang from JMU's
department of mathematics and computer sclsnce will
speak on "Rank-order Teats for Subhypotheses In
Linear Regreslon," Oct 26 st 4:20 p.m. In Burruss 111.
Accounting Caresr Program — win be sponsored by the Accounting Honor Society end the NAA
Oct. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Blackwell Auditorium. Open lo
all majors.
,
PrS-NursSS — Open house Oct. 22 from 10 s.m. to
noon In Wine Price bssement.
Catholic MaSS — is held every Saturday at 5
p.m. In room D. WCC. and Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
noon In the ballroom.
Phi Epsllon Kappa — will hold their initiation
Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. In Chandler Hall.
Blood drive) — sponsored by the Commuter Student Committee will be held through Oct. 28 at Rock
Ingham Memorial Hospital. Sign up through Oct. 21
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Gibbons Hsll Kiosk (entrance
4-5).

classifieds
Kathy — Thanks for dinner and this
weekend; New Hope!? Rox.
Shoria Sports Column. Results of last
week's competition: the boys struck out
while the ladles ran the bases. What do
you expect — the coach's mother Is a
virgin) Satisfied and victorious. The "B"
Team.
Brendan — You've got what It takes, so
keep up the great work! You're an Inspiration, and a winner no matter what.
I'm behind you all the way. Julie G.
Canadian H.H. at Jo's tonight, 68 W.
Water Street,
___
I don't want to learn! — Anonymous.

We despise the Young Republicans. Join
us In the new JMU Radicalism. Isn't It
about time? The Movement.
Caaelepaup - HAPPY BIRTHDAY, you
ex-teenager. Love, all of us.
Chert — Happy Birthday! How long are
you gonna be legal this time? Love, NipPYj
Susie Kay — Happy 18th one day late!
Love, Jule Marie.
HI Janet, Frank, Kim, Brenda, Missy,
Kelley Love you all.
Cassis — HAPPY BIRTHDAY! One personal Is not enough. We're glad you
came to your party. 625.

<£LL&&$l]irill£l!>
Clip this form and enclose it an envelope
with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words and
so on.
Mail your classified to The Breeze through
campus mail or deliver it to our office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Deadlines for classifieds are noon Tuesday
for Thursday's paper and noon Friday for
Monday's paper.
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Viewpoint
Response
Greek housing plan
gets thumbs down
By a 9 to 1 margin, responses to the Campusquote question in the Oct. 6 issue of The Breeze
were against the idea that some money from a student fee increase might go toward the funding of a
Greek housing complex.
Of the 50 responses, 45 disagreed with the idea,
while five agreed.
Here are comments included with the responses:
► "... I will transfer to another college before I
pay for Greek housing."
► "... All because some students chose not to
take advantage of the Greek system, why do they
feel reluctance to contribute to future facilities?"
► "... that makes as much sense as giving math
majors rugs and English majors new televisions
then billing all students for it."
► "We should never be expected to pay for
something which all cannot partake of."

f

»*■ "Being a black student, I strongly disapprove
of my hard-earned dollars being used to build
predominantly white fraternities and sororities.
Since we do not utilize these facilities, I do not see
why we have to pay for them ..."
► "... If another fee increase is necessary, let it
go towards something that will benefit all students,
such as a new dorm or better parking facilities . . .
•>**... It's just not fair, any idiot can see that!"

Columnist finds two different Americas
It was Mark Twain who said "we're all ignorant, just about different things."
I wish Twain could have been with my friend
and I last Friday night at J.M.'s..
I met a guy who unknowingly pointed out one of
my own points of ignorance.
He seemed to be from a different world.
This man was black, about 5-foot-10, and acted
as if he knew all that was important enough to
know. He kept telling my friend and I that "money
don't make me and money don't break me. I make
money."
He let me know that life for everyone isn't just
classes, parties, and middle-class mania. He told
me about life — his everyday experiences, his concept of normality.
And as we sat at a table drinking our beers, my
friend and I looked at him as though he were
speaking of another planet.
In a way he was.
This guy told us life isn't tough when you have
four exams in two days or when you have to make
an 8 a.m. class five days a week.
He said life is tough when your father leaves you
and your family when you were nine years old.

He said life is tough when you live most of your
life in the ghettoes of Chicago, Los Angeles,
Miami, San Francisco, or Detroit.
He said life is tough when there are no jobs to be
found. Although the government reported in July
that black employment had risen above 50 percent
for the first time in 18 months, he wasn't lucky
enough to find a job.

The
Spotlight
By
PAT PLUMMER
Life is tough when you have been trained as a
carpenter, a typist, or a mechanic but you make
your money as a pimp in Detroit.
This guy said life isn't hard when you have to

stand in the drop-add line for two hours.
It's hard when you have half a dozen scars on
each arm to account for the times you weren't
quick enough to cut the other guy first.
He told us he once shot a man.
Life is tough when you live in a section of town
where you see people shooting up heroin in public
— and no one cares enough to make them stop.
Life is tough when the guy next to you gets shot
in the head.
My friend and I could only just look at this guy
and nod.
And then he left.
It was kind of scary listening to him. I couldn't
relate to anything he said.
But how could I have expected myself to? The
reahty of his life clashed against the ignorant and
sheltered qualities of my own.
It was as though we live in two different
Americas'.
I guess maybe we do.
Pat Plummer is a junior majoring in political
science and communication arts.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"Do you feel JMU President Ronald
Cantor would be a good challenge to
John Warner for a aoat In the U.S.
8onatar

"Yet.1 sure do.I do
not think you could
And anyone who
could handle the
challenge any better."
Qayion Montgomery
sophomore
communication arts
"I do not know
how he stands
politically, but if they
are looking for a personable and charming
person, he would
have that side
covered."
John Dodson
junior
management Information systems
"No, not exactly. I
think his place is as
president of this
school. He is much
too busy taking care
of his duties at this
excellent university."

'Mistakes'
Greeks blast Breeze
To the editor
"Mistakes, misheard quotes, facts that are fiction." Fine! The Breeze is at it once again!
It is excusable to make mistakes. It is NOT excusable, however, to solicit the biased reactions
The Breeze has solicited on the subject of the proposed Greek housing complex on the other side of
1-81. OUTRAGED! It appears The Breeze is abusing its power to misinform students and create a
sensationalized issue!
Why was so much ignored in the series of articles
concerning this topic? The new housing will open
the present Greek row for dormitory space, directly resulting in 364 spaces. There is still a dire need
for more on-campus housing, and by housing the
Greeks across 1-81, 800 more spaces will be
created.
The premise of your argumentative standpoint is
all students should not pay for the benefits of a
few. Why then, should students living in Converse
Hall have to pay the latest increase in fees to "supposedly" help subsidize the construction of Bell
Hall? Since Converse is already paid for, these
students receive no direct benefits from the
building of Bell Hall except that it has created new
space for JMU.
In short, the new housing will have the same effect as a new dorm since all student room charges
go into a central pool and are allocated from there.
And like/any other university housing, it will eventually be. paid for by the students residing there.
Furthermore, the increase in student fees will oc-

cur regardless of this new housing project. This increase will be due to inflation, budget deficits, and
other university operational expenses. There is not
necessarily a direct correlation between the new
housing and the increase.
Facts such as these were told to The Breeze by
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students, and were omitted by The Breeze, seemingly to serve your own interests.
Finally, the last place left to expand JMU is on
the other side of 1-81. It would not be as feasible to
house students other than Greeks at this stage of
university development.
Due to distance and location, it has been considered it would not be preferred housing for
freshmen who would probably be housed there
because of their status and position on the housing
priority list. Whereas, the university is able to immediately guarantee the housing will be filled by
moving the Greek community there.
The press has too much power to purposefully
misinform and sensationalize and then try to explain such actions with a small advertisement
"blurb."
How is anyone expected to believe what is
printed when you admit you print: "Mistakes,
misheard quotes, and facts that are fiction?"
Michael Clark
Tammy Cassell
Tommy Carr
assistant Greek coordinators

Growth benefits all

Proposal defended

Pam Hilton
sophomore
computer science

"I think anyone
would be a good
challenger to John
Warner. I do not care
for Republican
politics."
Rick DeJarnette
junior
communication arts
"Yes, because of
the way he has run
this community and
what he has done for
us. There is no reason
he should not be able
to do it on a larger
scale. I think he is a
heck of a politician."
Greg Mondloch
sophomore
psychology
(Compiled by Cathy- Sparkman
Photos by Ming Leong)

To the editor
When I first heard the rumor
of the administration's proposal
to increase tuition of all
students in order to finance the
Greek housing project across
1-81, I thought, "Oh, boy, the
Greeks are really going to get
ragged on for that one!" I was
right.
This housing project, as it
was inaccurately and unjustly
presented in the Oct. 6 issue of
The Breeze, would seem like a
"rip-off for fellow students.
However, if one were to take
a closer look, he would see that
these new houses will free a vast
amount of much-sought-after
housing campus-wide when the
Greeks move into them. In that
sense, this project benefits
many.
The administration makes its
own decisions and was not
"coerced" by the Greeks to
make any such decision concerning funding for this project.
Yet students insist on blaming

Greeks for this "outrage."
Since its founding, and
especially in recent years, JMU
has grown rapidly. There is no
way every single student could
possibly have benefited fully
from each individual addition
to this institution. Yet I'm sure
funds from students' tuition
often went towards these additions.
It is the overall growth of
JMU — the new academic
buildings, new housing, increased faculty, better programs,
growing organizations — that
has benefited all of its students.
This growth, therefore, was,

and is worth every dollar put into it.
In examining this present
situation, I see yet another case
of non-Greeks criticizing a
system they don't know enough
about. There is more to the
Greek system than meets the
eye.
To really see what that is,
however, one more or less has
to become a part of that system
or at least try to learn a little
more about it before flinging insults.
Beverly A. Moore
senior
speech pathology

Letters policy
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor. Address them to
the editorial editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 228Q7 or through campus mail.
All letters should be typed and include your name, year,
major, and telephone number. Letters are subject to editing.
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King holiday bill passed
WASHINGTON — The Senate sent President Reagan a bill Wednesday establishing a
national holiday in memory of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
That honor has been accorded only one
other American — George Washington.
Reagan has promised to sign the bill, which
designates the third Monday in January, starting in 1986, as a legal holiday in King's name.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., told
the Senate that King "deserves the place
which this legislation gives him beside
Washington and Columbus. In a very real
sense, he was the second father of our country, the second founder of a new world that is
not only a place, a piece of geography, but a
noble set of ideals."

King, a Baptist preacher who emulated
Mohandas K. Ghandi's creed of non-violence,
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964. He was
slain in Memphis, Tenn., on April 4, 1968.
President Reagan initially opposed the
measure, complaining about the cost of
creating a 10th paid federal holiday. The Congressional Budget Office has estimated the
cost of the holiday at SI8 million annually.
Before the final vote, Jesse Helms, R-N.C,
persisted in proposing alternatives to a King
holiday. On Tuesday, Helms lost a major attempt to recommit the bill for further study of
Helms' allegations that King was influenced
by communists.
— Associated Press

Education official says
college costs could
climb 10 percent
WASHINGTON — Virginia's top
higher education official said Tuesday that
Gov. Charles Robb's education budget
could cause tuition at Virginia's colleges to
climb an average of 10 percent next year.
Gordon K. Da vies, director of the state
Council of Higher Education, called the
Robb budget "inadequate," and said of
the budget, "There's no provision for inflation. It (inflation) has slowed down, but
it continues."
The governor has proposed a $645
million budget for state colleges and
universities. He cut the current fiscal
budget by 4.8 percent earlier this year and
by 1.5 percent in September.

Pregnant, unwed teacher
reinstated by school board

Reagan authorizes
his candidacy

and advisers have said they
have no doubts he will.

WASHINGTON — President Reagan, still refusing to
say whether he will run for reelection, became a presidential candidate "in the eyes of
the law" Monday.
The president signed two
letters at his desk in the Oval
Office. One authorized Sen
Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., to
establish a campaign committee. A second informed the
Federal Election Commission
that he was "hereby authorizing this committee as my principal campaign committee."
While Reagan refused to
say whether he will seek a second term, his senior aides

Gas explosion
blamed on
inaccurate maps
SOUTH CHARLESTON,
W. Va. — A construction
crew that ruptured a natural
gas line, causing an explosion
that injured 17 people and
demolished a grocery, was
relying on inaccurate maps
from a utility, a federal investigator said Tuesday night.
The maps — supplied by
Columbia Gas of West
Virginia Inc. — indicated that
the line had not been used for
years, said Patricia Goldman,
vice chairman of the National

Transportation Safety Board.
But Goldman said the line
contained 45 pounds per
square inch of natural gas,
which is a medium pressure.

Restaurant
stays open
after poisoning
PEORIA, 111. — Health officials allowed a restaurant to
stay open more than a day
after determining it was the
likely source of botulism
poisoning that hospitalized 29
people, a state official said
Tuesday.
The first victims of the outbreak became ill Saturday
mornirtg.
— Associated Press

HARRISONBURG — The Harrisonburg School Board voted Oct. 12 to
reinstate an unwed, pregnant teacher
suspended by the school superintendent
who feared her pregnancy would hamper
her effectiveness in the classroom.
However, to keep Mary Thomas, 31, out
of the classroom until after she delivers her
baby, the board voted to grant her a paid
leave of absence through Oct. 24 and to extend her unpaid maternity leave by six
teaching days. The maternity leave will run
from Oct. 24 to Jan. 2.
The vote was 3-1 with two board
members abstaining.
The board concurred with Superintendent Wayne King's belief that Thomas
should not be present in the classroom
"because she would present an inappropriate role model for impressionable"
high school students. School Board Chairman Carolyn Shank said.

by the way
Town decides to enforce
chicken leash law
BONDURANT, Iowa — The chickens
are at it again in Bondurant and Mayor
David Hamilton has come down hard: he
told the City Council the town has a strict
leash law for roosters and hens and won't
hesitate to use it.
"You can hear the chickens at two,
three, four in the morning — you hear
them running around," said City Clerk
Howard Hanson.
After citizens complained, City Attorney
Jim Brick was asked Monday to look
through the laws to see what could be done.
"You do have a chicken leash law,"
Brick said amid good-natured clucking
from council members. "Actually, you
have a leash law for every conceivable type
of animal — ducks, geese, snakes, rabbits.
People have to have their snakes on a
leash."
— Associated Press

Warring sects
to meet today
at airport
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The
Lebanese government said
Tuesday that Lebanon's warring sects will hold their national reconciliation conference at the Beirut airport.
A statement on Beirut radio
said President Amin Gemayel
will participate in the meeting
today of Moslem, Druse and
Christain leaders, aimed at ending eight years of turmoil.
The radio also said U.S.
Marines and other members
of
the
multinational
peacekeeping force will guard
the leaders.
The conference was called
for in the Sept. 26 cease-fire
that reduced, but did not halt,
three weeks of civil war.
Bickering over where and
when to hold the conference

has delayed the start of the
meetings.
It is unclear why the airport
site was chosen. Antigovernment gunners have
been shelling and sniping at
the 1,600 Marines deployed at
the airport for weeks. Two
Marines have been killed and
six wounded since Friday.

Israel gets new
finance minister
JERUSALEM — The
Israeli Parliament Tuesday
approved Yigal Cohen-Orgad,
a political hawk and promoter
of Jewish settlements in the
West Bank, as the country's
new finance minister.
Cohen-Orgad replaces
Yoram Aridor, who resigned
Thursday in the midst of one
of the worst economic crises
Israel has experienced. The
annual inflation rate is 131

percent and Israel's foreign
debt totals $21.5 billion.

Five Soviet ships
still trapped
in Ice floes
MOSCOW — Thirty-five
ships have been rescued from
"the icy embraces" of frozen
Siberian seas but five remain
trapped, according to the
Soviet Union's official news
agency.
There were conflicting
reports about the number of
vessels still trapped in ice that
crushed one freighter and
damaged another.
The ships are locked in
massive ice floes that formed
when the East Siberian and
Chukchi seas began freezing
up during the coldest Arctic
summer in 100 years.

